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ABSTRACT
Ahmad Yousef, Khalil M. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. Hypothesize-andVerify Based Solutions for Place Recognition and Mobile Robot Self-Localization in
Interior Hallways. Major Professors: Avinash C. Kak and Johnny Park.
There is much research interest currently in having mobile robots build accurate and
visually dense models of interior space as they traverse through such spaces. One of the
interesting problems that has came out of this research is that of visual place recognition
and self-localization. This is the problem that forms the focus of the present dissertation.
We show how dense and accurate 3D models of the interior space can be constructed using a
hierarchical sensor-fusion architecture. Our system fuses images from a single photometric
camera with range data from a laser scanning sensor. The range data used is rudimentary
— the range measurements are line scans just a few inches above the floor to estimate the
positions and the orientations of the hallway walls.
This dissertation also proposes two hypothesize-and-verify matching frameworks for
the problem of place recognition and robot self-localization using the information contained in the constructed models: (1) A framework using a new type of image features that
we call 3D-JUDOCA. We derive these features from stereo imagery and show that they possess superior viewpoint invariance compared to other similar features. We organize these
features in a data structure, which we call the Feature Cylinder, for low-order polynomialtime verification of localization hypotheses. And (2) A signature-based hypothesize-andverify framework in which the signatures are derived from the 3D-JUDOCA features. We
present a criterion for selecting the best signatures for hypothesis generation and hypothesis
verification. The second approach allows the robot to carry out place recognition and selflocalization in constant time. We provide extensive experimental evidence to demonstrate
the usefulness of both these frameworks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, there is much interest in having robots build accurate and visually pleasing models of the interior space as they are wandering around in the space and then using such
models for navigation. This research is generally referred to by the acronym SLAM, which
stands for Simultaneous Localization And Mapping. The end goal of any SLAM system
is the ability of, say, a mobile robot to accomplish full autonomy during navigation. This
requires the robot to solve the place recognition problem. For example, in the context
of indoor mobile robotics, the place recognition problem can be explained as letting the
robot visits a location it has seen previously, does it recognize that location and what is the
estimated location associated with that recognition?
Solving the place recognition problem is not only important for the robot to accomplish
full autonomy during navigation, but also important for recovering from a “kidnapping”
i.e. when the robot has been moved without knowledge of the corresponding displacement
or when the robot loses track of its trajectory due to occlusions, and for solving the loop
closure problem, etc. On the other hand, solving the problem of indoor place recognition
and robot self-localization is not an easy task. In fact, this problem is a full-fledged research subject unto itself as it involves issues such as view invariance of landmarks and the
recognition of landmarks and maps visited earlier. Other factors employ important aspects
on this problem. Some of these factors depend on how the model representation of the
interior space is learned and organized as to allow for fast place recognition. Some others
depend on the challenges that exist in the interior space such as the space layout variabilities, viewpoint changes, moving objects, dynamic changes, and variations in illumination
conditions. Obviously, these challenges also arise for outdoor mobile robots. However,
the computer vision, the data modeling, and the scene modeling issues for the indoor and
the outdoor cases are very different, and here we focus on just the former. Figure 1.1
demonstrates examples of some of the aforementioned challenges in the context of indoor
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mobile robotics. As the reader can see, we can expect an indoor mobile robot to encounter
a high degree of similarity between different sections of a hallway system and many sections that are devoid of visual features. Such challenges have attracted several researchers
to solve the Place Recognition and Self-Localization (PRSL) problem by a robot in indoor
environments in recent years [1–6].

Figure 1.1. Some of the challenges in indoor environments

In this dissertation, we first focus on presenting a system for constructing accurate and
visually dense models of the interior space. We will do this after defining the SLAM problem and telling the reader about the current state-of-the-art approaches to SLAM. Then,
using the constructed models, we focus on presenting two hypothesize-and-verify indoor
place recognition frameworks as an attempt to provide a solution to the indoor PRSL problem that is effective and fast.

1.1

SLAM Constructed Models
The models that are built with SLAM are not all of the same kind. What model is

built depends as much on what sensors are used on the robot as it does on what kind of
processing is carried out with the information collected by the sensors.
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The different types of models that have been demonstrated to be feasible with SLAM
fall into the following two categories. First, range models and second vision models. Range
models rely on 2D/3D range-finder sensors to construct a map of the environment meaning
sensors that look straight ahead and determine the range to the obstacle. The range models
use either laser sensors or ultrasonic sensors for the range measurements [7]. The maps
constructed by these sensors will only show the shapes of the features of the interior space
and all the reflectance, and texture information associated with those features will be lost.
An example of these models constructed by a 2D range sensor is shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. An example of SLAM range models that resembles RVL hallway compared
with the architectural blueprint

On the other hand, vision models rely on monocular or stereoscopic or catadrioptic
camera images to construct a map/model of the environment. In contrast with the range
sensors, mapping sensors that use regular camera images have the ability to retain all of the
reflectance (and texture) properties of the surfaces of the structures in the environment. The
more camera sensors in use the more the challenge of combining information from them.
However, this is exactly what makes camera-based sensors a fertile research area for the
development of 3D mapping tools [7]. In general, the depth information (and, therefore,
the shape information) yielded by the camera sensors will not be as clean as what one gets
with a laser sensor. The work presented in [8] shows an example of three-dimensional
maps reflecting the structural and visual appearance of indoor environment generated from
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a panoramic camera and a laser range sensor mounted perpendicular to the robots motion
direction.
Recently, the RGB-D (Red, Green, Blue plus Depth) sensors, such as Microsoft Kinect,
have become so much popular in SLAM [9, 10]. These sensors are actually inexpensive
depth cameras that provide per-pixel depth information aligned with image pixels from a
standard camera. The RGB-D SLAM work of [9] creates a dense 3D point cloud, where
each point is associated with it its corresponding 2D image pixel color values (RGB color).
The colored point cloud is then what constitutes the map of the building interiors. The maps
constructed using the RGB-D sensors, as shown in [9], present one of the descent results
on interior space modeling. The current problems with the RGB-D sensors lie in their low
resolution and noisy measurements compared with what one gets with a laser sensor.
In this dissertation, we are generating models of the interior space using a similar approach to the one proposed by [7] that is called multi-level sensor fusion hierarchical map
building. Basically, this approach constructs 3D maps by fusing stereoscopic images with
range data. Instead of fusing stereoscopic images, we are fusing the images from a single
camera with the range data, because it removes the burden of stereo reconstruction and
speeds up the final 3D model generation. This process takes place by combining the visual
information obtained from an on-board camera with proximity information coming from a
laser range sensor. Laser range sensor scans are used to extract range line features that help
generate wall planes, which are bounded rectangle boxes that will contain reconstructed
camera images. Then, camera images are projected onto the wall planes to generate the
final model. We maintain two levels of map hierarchy; local and global. Scan matching,
based on ICP (Iterative Closest Points), is used to register the local maps with the global
map. We are using the robot platform that is shown in Figure 1.3a to run our system for
the 3D model generation. As shown in Figure 1.3a, we are using a PowerBot robot from
ActivMedia equipped with a SICK LMS-200 2D laser range sensor and two mounted Sony
PTZ EVI-D100 cameras. Figure 1.3b shows an example of a 3D map constructed by our
map building system that is described in Chapter 4. Our goal is to be able to build an accurate map as possible keeping a minimal level of positional and orientational uncertainties.
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Then, we hope to be able to use such models to accomplish autonomous navigation by
providing effective and fast approaches for solving the indoor place recognition and robot
self-localization (PRSL) problem.

(a) A 2D SICK LMS-200 laser range finder
and a pair of Sony EVI-D100 stereo cameras
installed by us on the PowerBot robot from
ActivMedia

(b) An example of a 3D map that resembles RVL hallway
constructed by our map building system

Figure 1.3. The robot platform used for 3D map building and an example of a constructed
3D map

1.2

The PRSL Problem
The Place Recognition and Self-Localization (PRSL) problem in indoor environments

has attracted much research attention lately [1–6]. For a robot to localize itself successfully
in an interior space, it needs first to recognize as to which section of a hallway it is currently
traversing, and then it needs to compute its location in the frame of reference in which the
hallways are modeled. Both the place recognition and the eventual self-localization cannot
be carried out unless the robot has stored in its memory a model of the hallways, that is rich
in both the geometry of the space involved and the features likely to be encountered while
traversing the hallways. In the literature, there are several ways on how such models can be
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learned and constructed. Some of which are beacons based, such as with WiFi or radar [11]
or point cloud based, such as with SIFT or SURF interest-point descriptors extracted from
the images [12–14], or salient landmark based. For example, when using point cloud based
approaches for place recognition and robot self-localization, this typically create a database
of SIFT or SURF interest-point descriptors to represent all of the interior space. Place
recognition then consists of matching the point descriptors in a query image (which is the
image recorded at the current location of the robot, say, in an autonomous run) with the
descriptors stored in the database. From the aforementioned example, it is clear that the
effectiveness of any used approach to place recognition and robot localization is keyed
to two critical issues. These issues are: (1) the extent of approach-path invariance; and
(2) whether or not the indexing strategy used in the global database of point clouds (or
landmarks) allows for fast retrieval of the correct place, in response to a query set of points
(or landmarks). This dissertation proposes solutions to these issues.
As will be seen later, to achieve larger viewpoint invariance, we use the 3D-JUDOCA
features, which are 3D junction features based on the JUDOCA junctions [15] extracted
from pairs of stereo images. These features will be learned with the help of the 3Dmodels of the interior space constructed by our map building system. We will show that
3D-JUDOCA features possess far greater viewpoint invariance than several other popular interest points, such as SIFT and SURF, for the scenes that are frequently seen in indoor environments (e.g. institutional buildings). And with regard to the indexing of the
global database for fast matching, we either use a novel cylindrical data structure — the
Feature Cylinder — for representing all of the 3D junction features found in a hallway
system during the learning phase of the robot, or use a set of novel locale signatures derived from the data. For the case when all data are placed on the Feature Cylinder, we
can use the 3D-POLY polynomial-time algorithm in a hypothesize-and-verify approach to
place recognition [16]. On the other hand, in the locale signature-based approach, we can
achieve constant-time place recognition in a hypothesize-and-verify framework based on
the derived signatures. Specifically, when using the locale signature-based approach, we
also address the issue of how to choose the best signature for hypothesis generation and the
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best signature for hypothesis verification? Even more generally, how to figure out the best
subset of the signatures to use for hypothesis generation and the best subset for hypothesis
verification? The locale signature-based approach is an attempt to answer these questions.
We will present desirable properties for hypothesis generation signatures, as well as for
hypothesis verification signatures, and how a robot may choose the best signatures with
respect to these properties.

1.3

Dissertation Organization
In this Chapter 1, we quickly introduced how the 3D models of the interior space are

generated and briefly talked about the place recognition and robot self-localization problem. The subsequent chapters will be organized as follows. Before starting with the details
of our work, Chapter 2 presents a literature survey about the SLAM problem. Chapter 3
deals with the calibration issues of the robot platform used for running our system for 3D
map building and for place recognition. In chapter 4, we delve into the details of our work
and present our system for 3D model generation of the interior space. In chapter 5, we formally define the place recognition and robot self-localization (PRSL) problem in interior
hallways, discuss the relevant related work, and propose two fast and effective frameworks
to the solution of the PRSL problem. Chapter 6 provides our performance evaluation and
experimental results for the proposed frameworks to PRSL. Finally, Chapter 7 highlights
our conclusions and possible avenues for the future work.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY ON THE SLAM PROBLEM
2.1

What is SLAM?
SLAM is defined, in the robotics community, as creating a map of the perceived envi-

ronment while getting localized in it. As one might see, SLAM involves two main tasks:
localization and mapping integrated in such a way one benefits the other. Mapping, in the
abstract of mobile robots, means how to get a map of an environment with imperfect sensors, given all their limitations and uncertainties, while localization means how a robot can
tell where it is on a map. It is clear that good localization is crucial to creating good maps,
and a good map is crucial to becoming localized. That is why mapping and localization
must be performed simultaneously [17], see Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Localization and mapping problems

While performing SLAM, the robot observes the environment around it and detects the
position of some features in the environment. Some of the detected features serve as landmarks for the SLAM process. The estimations of the positions of landmarks constitute the
mapping part of the SLAM process. As the robot moves, it again observes the landmarks.
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Currently observed landmarks are then matched with the previously known landmarks, and
discrepancy between the expected and currently measured positions of landmarks is used
to adjust the estimate of robot position. This is the localization part of SLAM.

2.2

State-of-the-Art SLAM
A significant amount of research has been carried out on SLAM, in general, during

the last decade. This includes the employed estimation algorithms, map representations,
extracted map dimensionality (2D, 3D and 4D), adopted sensors (range-finder and vision),
task handling (on-line and off-line), robot(s) deployment in the environment (static, dynamic, structured, and unstructured), and task collaboration (single-agent and multiple
agents SLAM). This section gives a classification of state-of-the-art SLAM based on the
aforementioned techniques or criterias and comparisons between some of them are given.
This classification is summarized below and is shown in Figure 2.2. When writing this
section, we tried to keep the level of mathematics at a minimum, focusing instead on the
intuition behind the different techniques. For more detailed information, the reader may
want to look at some of the referenced articles.
• Estimation algorithms: this includes Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF), Particle Filtering like Monte Carlo Localization (MCL) and Rao-Blackwellized (RBPF), Expectation Maximization (EM), biologically inspired techniques like RatSLAM, and
other techniques like Local Bundle Adjustment. The employed estimation algorithm
usually determines the ability of performing SLAM either on-line or off-line.
• Mapping representations and dimensionality: mapping representations are widely
divided into metric and topological approaches. This includes graph-based representations (topological maps), grid-based representations (metric maps), feature-based
maps (points, lines and polygons maps) and dense maps (visual maps). Map dimensionality can be 2D or 3D or 4D.
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• Adopted sensors: this includes several categories; single or multiple non-landmarkbased active sensors (laser and sonar sensors) and single or multiple landmark-based
passive sensors (single cameras, stereo pairs, multiple camera rigs and catadioptric
sensors).
• Robot(s) deployment: this includes robot deployments in static or dynamic structured
or unstructured environments.
• Task Collaboration: this includes the use of single-robot SLAM or the use of multirobot SLAM.

Figure 2.2. SLAM algorithms classification

2.2.1

SLAM Estimation Algorithms

SLAM is in general a task that is performed by a single robot or multiple robots, where
the main task is to estimate the robot pose that includes the location, which can be specified in a geometric way through the use of a distance and an angle, or in a topological
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way through the connection between the landmarks and the heading for every moment in
time. The posterior of the robot state is usually known as the belief, which is the quantity or the information that we want to estimate. For this purpose, SLAM robot must have
two kinds of information at its disposal; control data obtained from the robot odometry,
and measurement data that is the sensory reading obtained from the environment. To this
end, different SLAM techniques exist and have been implemented. These include the well
known Extended Kalman Filtering, Particle Filtering, Expectation Maximization and some
other techniques. Most of these techniques belong to Markov Localization family, which
represents the robot’s belief by a probability distribution over possible positions, and uses
Bayes’ rule and convolution to update the belief whenever the robot senses or move. Five
SLAM techniques are explained below including Extended Kalman Filtering, Expectation
Maximization estimators Particle Filtering, RatSLAM and Local Bundle Adjustment [18].

2.2.1.1

Extended Kalman Filtering

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [19] is basically a technique for estimating the full uncertainty of joint posteriors and maps using two steps. First, the robot motion is predicted
using the control input, and second the predicted robot motion is updated using the landmarks observation. EKF stipulates some restrictions like the use of uni-modal Gaussian
posteriors, where it requires the correct associations between measurements and features
that itself can only be achieved if features in the environment can be identified uniquely.
This is lead to what is known as a data association problem or correspondence problem
or the problem of feature identification. Maximum likelihood estimator and Dempster’s
Expectation Maximization (EM) estimator are used to solve this problem [8], however,
each estimator has its own advantages and disadvantages. The former, uses only the data
leading up to a specific pose for pose estimation, which lacks the ability to estimate the
full uncertainty of maps and poses [20]. The latter is an inherently batch algorithm that
requires multiple passes through the entire data set, which means that it can’t be used for
on-line mapping problems. More about EM estimators is presented in the next section.
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One problem with EKF techniques is that their computational cost grows quadratically
with the number of landmarks. Secondly, they use linearized models of non-linear motion
and observation models. Some of the implementations of EKF for SLAM can be found
in [18].

2.2.1.2

Expectation Maximization Estimators

Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is another popular algorithm, which is developed using the maximum likelihood model. EM is an iterative method that alternates
between performing an expectation (E) step, which computes an expectation of the log likelihood with respect to the current estimate of the parameters in the posterior distribution,
and a maximization (M) step, which computes the parameters that maximize the expected
log likelihood found in the (E) step [21]. EM approaches overcome the data association
problem by performing a hill-climbing search in a way that constantly refines the estimated
data association. However, EM estimators are inherently batch algorithms that don’t use
an incremental model while processing the data and thus the same data is processed again
and again. Therefore, EM algorithm can solve the data association problem, but it cannot
work in real time [22].

2.2.1.3

Particle Filtering PF

Particle Filters have been successfully employed in SLAM. Particle filters apply Rubin’s idea of importance sampling [23] to Bayes’ filters. The resulting algorithm is known
in computer vision as the condensation algorithm and in mobile robotics as Monte Carlo
localization (MCL). A similar algorithm was proposed in the context of Bayes’ networks as
survival of the fittest. Particle filters represent the posteriors by a set of particles (samples).
Each particle is a pose that represents a guess as to where the robot might be. Particle
filters weigh each particle by a non-negative numerical factor, commonly referred to as
an importance factor [8]. Because of the importance of the Particle Filters in SLAM, an
additional classification of SLAM can be made, in the context of PF, based on the sam-
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pling strategy of the posterior distribution and the use of the sensory information. For the
former, sometimes the marginal distribution might not be explicitly available, but the joint
distribution. Thus, there are two approaches; the joint path space approach, which simply draw particles from the joint distribution and samples that don’t belong to the current
time instance (marginal) are ignored; and the marginal space approach, which is known
as Rao-Blackwellized particle filtering (RBPF) [24]. With regard to the use of the sensory information, there are two well known implementations, but with different variations;
Fast-Slam and DP-SLAM. FastSLAM algorithm is a landmark-based algorithm that uses
particle filter to estimate the robot pose and uses EKF for estimating the landmark locations. DP-SLAM, is a non-landmark-based algorithm, which does not rely on landmark
identification and uses a particle filter to represent both robot poses and possible map configurations. Also, DP-SLAM assumes using an extremely accurate laser range-finder and
that a fast computer is available to keep track with scanner speed and number of particles [25]. The GMapping system [26], which is a state-of-the-arts open source technique,
represents an example of DP-SLAM. It is based on using the Rao-Blackwellized particle
filter in which each particle carries an individual map of the environment. The source code
for GMapping is available from the OpenSlam website [27].

2.2.1.4

RatSLAM

RatSLAM is a SLAM technique based on the model of rodent hippocampus. Rodents
have place fields, which are patterns of neural activity that correspond to locations in space
and are modulated by rodent motion and visual sensing. This technique uses a competitive
attractor network as an approximation of the rodent hippocampus. Activity packets in the
attractor network represent pose hypotheses. The attractor network is called pose cells.
Wheel odometry information is used to inject activity in pose cells and thus shifting the
activity packets — this is the process of “path integration”. Visual sensing information is
used and converted into local view representation. If the current visual scene is familiar, it
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also injects activity into the pose cells that are linked to the current scene [18]. More about
RatSLAM can be found in [28].

2.2.1.5

Local Bundle Adjustment LBA or Structure From Motion

SLAM in general or visual SLAM in specific is similar to the problem of Structure from
Motion (SFM), where the movement of a camera and the positions of the observed points
are estimated. There are two types of SFM algorithms: The methods that fall into the first
type perform computationally expensive global bundle adjustment optimization, and thus
they are off-line algorithms, and are not feasible for real-time applications in SLAM. An
example of such methods is the well known VisualSFM (Visual Structure from Motion) 3D
reconstruction system [29]. The methods that fall into the second type are fast, as they do
not perform a global optimization, and hence are suitable for on-line applications, however,
the problem with these methods is that they accumulate error with time. An example of
such methods has been described in [30] for monocular camera case, where fast and local
bundle adjustment are used in order to carry out SLAM in real-time. How exactly LBA is
used in [30] is described as follows: When initializing the SLAM system, three acquired
frames are used to set-up the global coordinate frame. The system uses Harris corners
as interest points. The points are then matched between frames by computing the Zero
Normalized Cross Correlation in the regions of interest [18].

2.2.2

Mapping Representations and Dimensionality

One of the main goals of SLAM is to create a map of the environment. The map can be
2D or 3D or 4D as proposed in [31]. Also, the map can be a dense map, which is a highly
detailed map in terms of the visual contents i.e. gives a huge amount of special information,
or it can be a feature based map that can be constructed from points, lines or polygons.
Furthermore, the map can be represented in a metric way or in a topological way or in a
metric and topological way (hybrid). For example, metric map representations capture the
geometric properties of the environment, whereas topological map representations describe
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the connectivity of different places [32]. The style of the used map depends on the end
goal of the SLAM system. This subsection presents the possible classification of SLAM
based on the aforementioned map representations, where we will only discuss the 2D maps,
however, the ideas can somewhat easily be scaled to 3D maps. Specifically, in Figure 2.3,
we provide a summary of the map representations that we will be talking about.

Figure 2.3. SLAM classification based on the map representations

2.2.2.1

Graph-Based Representations

One can think about this kind of maps as a roadway. An example of this map representations is topological maps, which primarily map the topology of the environment. What’s
good about these maps is that they provide a direct compact description of the free-space
regions and their interconnectedness. Subsequently, this allows for low-cost information
sharing and facilitates the use of path planning algorithms that are, for example, critical
and important to support the scalability of multiple robots SLAM. One of the drawbacks
of these representations is that localization is limited to the nearest node due to the lack of
more detailed information [33]. Figure 2.4 shows an example of a topological map overlaid
on top of the actual metric maps.
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Figure 2.4. An example of topological maps [34]

2.2.2.2

Grid-Based Representations

Also known as metric maps. One can think about this kind of maps as a graph paper.
An example of this map representations are occupancy grid maps, which divide the surface
of the environment into a number of grid cells. Each grid cell is assigned a certain opacity
denoting the probability of that grid cell being occupied. What’s good about these maps is
that they are able to represent the environment at arbitrary resolution, and have the potential
to be highly detailed. However, one of its drawbacks is that it requires a large amount
of memory, which affects the scalability of SLAM systems. One way to overcome this
problem is to use an efficient data structure for the storage and the organization of the
information. For example, [35] and [33] use Manifold concept that is basically a layered
data structure that is based on a graph representation (vertices and edges) to represent the
map. Figure 2.5 shows an example of an occupancy map.
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Figure 2.5. An example of occupancy grid maps. The red block is where the robot is
centered, the darkness of each box is an indication of how likely it is to be filled [36]

2.2.2.3

Hybrid Approaches

These approaches are a combination of the grid-based and the graph-based representations. They are potentially as scalable as topological approaches and at the same time
provide the same geometric detail as grid maps.

2.2.2.4

Feature-Based Maps

In feature-based maps, a map of the environment is created by extracting features from
the available sensory information, such as images and range measurements. These features
can be points, lines, polygons, etc. Then, these features are processed by the underlying
SLAM algorithm to reflect the environment. Figure 2.6 shows a feature-based map for our
robot vision lab and the surrounding hallways, only generated from line and point features.

2.2.3

SLAM Adopted Sensors

Classically, laser and sonar sensors or simply active sensors were used for the perception of a given environment and thus for performing SLAM. However, the situation
is changing rapidly. For example, during the last decade a considerable amount of re-
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Figure 2.6. An example of feature based map

search has been carried out on SLAM using vision sensors or simply passive sensors, or
as very recently using the RGB-D sensors (e.g. Microsoft Kinect). That’s because visual
sensors/cameras provide rich information about the environment enabling the detection of
stable features. Furthermore, cameras are low-cost, light and compact, easily available,
offer passive sensing and have low power consumption [18]. Both of the active and passive sensors have been utilized to provide dense or sparse 2D/3D measurements of the real
environment. In this subsection, a classification of SLAM based on the adopted sensors is
presented. See Figure 2.7.

2.2.3.1

Passive Sensors

Passive sensors are widely used with SLAM. An example of the most popular passive
sensors are cameras. Cameras are used intensively in SLAM and usually referred to as
visual SLAM. In visual SLAM, if one camera sensor is used then we have monocular
visual SLAM, and if two cameras are used then we have stereoscopic visual SLAM. For
example, stereoscopic visual SLAM is based on the triangulation between the pixels that
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Figure 2.7. SLAM classification based on the adopted sensors

corresponds to the same scene structure projection on each of the images. It is usually the
process of acquiring 3D range information about a scene from two or more images taken
from different viewpoints. This is similar to the human visual system, where the different
perspectives of our two eyes result in a slight displacement of the scene in each of the two
monocular views that permits us to estimate depth [37]. What is important to mention is
that as the number of passive sensors or cameras increases, the more the difficulties become
in combining or fusing the information from each camera. In fact, that what makes multiple
cameras visual SLAM a fertile research in SLAM. As one might see that passive sensors
don’t produce highly dense features especially compared to the features that one might get
from active sensors, however, due to their low cost they are widely used as indicated at this
beginning of this subsection.

2.2.3.2

Active Sensors

Active sensors such as laser range finders and sonar sensors provide much denser points
compared to the passive sensors. There are two main methods of how the measurements are
obtained from the active sensors. First, the method of using structured light triangulation
that projects a light stripe on the scene and uses a camera to view it. Then based on the
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accurate knowledge of the configuration of the light emitter relative to the camera, depth
can be computed. The second method is based on using laser range scanners (LRS) that
basically emits and receives a laser beam. Subsequently, by measuring the difference of the
phase and using the time of flight, the depth can be computed. Active sensors are having
the drawbacks of being dissipative, heavy and expensive.

2.2.3.3

Landmark-Based and Non-Landmark-Based SLAM

Landmark-based SLAM approaches depend on the matching of currently observed
landmarks, obtained from vision sensors, with previously known landmarks to do the localization task in SLAM [38]. These landmarks possess the properties that they are unique and
can resemble identifiable objects like towers, odd shaped trees and bright colored markers
in the environment of interest. Some of the well known used landmarks or feature descriptors are SIFT [39] and SURF [40]. An example of the most prominent landmark-based
SLAM approaches is fastSLAM proposed in [41].
Non-Landmark-based SLAM approaches do not detect unique landmarks. These approaches assume a much larger amount of unidentifiable information, as provided by sensors such as laser and sonar based range finders. Although these approaches consider a
much larger dataset, the computation time of these approaches resembles that of landmarkbased approaches. An example of a non-Landmark based SLAM approaches is DP-SLAM
[42] or the GMapping system [26].

2.2.4

Robot Deployment

SLAM has been successfully deployed in both indoor and outdoor environments. Where
SLAM is deployed does effect many issues such as the robot design, SLAM underlying assumptions, and not the least, the uncertainty modeling. In what follows , we quickly present
a classification of the environments that SLAM might work into.
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2.2.4.1

Structured environments

Structured environments, whether in indoors or in outdoors, resemble buildings and
classrooms like structures. Structured environments are easier to simulate and model.
Structured environments consist of surfaces that are consistent, associated with low levels of uncertainty, typically exhibit minimal slippage by the robot, and are relatively static
in nature.

2.2.4.2

Unstructured environments

Unstructured environments can resemble deserts, rocky landscapes and other hard environments. The nature of these environments include high levels of danger and weather
extremes and increased noise and inaccuracies from sensors, which all together make the
mapping of these environments a challenging task for SLAM.

2.2.5

Task Collaboration

SLAM is usually a task that is performed by a single platform or robot, but in some environments, a single robot might waste time traversing known territory to get back to places
not yet visited. Additionally, single robot systems inherent the single point of failure problem. Recently, multiple robots are being used in SLAM [43, 44]. The use of multiple
robots, on the one hand, takes existing technology one step further by allowing several
robots to accomplish a series of tasks more efficiently than a single robot, eliminating the
single point of failure problem and increasing mapping speed, robustness, and overall task
efficiency. On the other hand, many problems and difficulties arise such as task management, map merging, robots localization and others, but that exactly what makes multiple
robot SLAM is a very fertile research area. Figure 2.8 shows multiple robots used by [43]
for performing the localization and mapping tasks in an indoor environment.
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Figure 2.8. An example of multi-robot SLAM [43]

2.3

Challenges in SLAM
Despite the state-of-the-art SLAM today [9, 17, 26, 30, 45, 46], there are still problems,

challenges and limitations that have not been addressed fully. Some of these limitations
are:
• Drifting Problem: this problem is due to wheel slippage, surface imperfections, and
small modeling errors. This problem is problematic in larger maps as the accumulation of small errors in localization will be reflected in the corresponding sensor
readings, and thus the resulting map will be slightly misaligned.
• Mapping with unknown data associations and raw sensor measurements [8].
• Loop Closure: this problem occurs when a robot revisits a specific location without
recognizing this on its internal map. The main cause of this problem is due to the
drift accumulation in the positional uncertainty. Loop closure problem is problematic
when mapping large cyclic environments as the uncertainties will be growing without
bound. Because of the importance of the loop closure problem, in the rest of this
section, we will discuss it in more detail and present some of the techniques proposed
in the literature to deal with it.
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2.3.1

Loop Closure Problem in SLAM

One of the main goals of mobile robotics is to build robust visual models of the interior
space. This is a big challenge when it comes to deal with large cyclic environment, because
when a robot travels a long distance before returns to a previously mapped area, the robot
suffers from accumulated errors of the position estimation. As a consequence, the robot
often fails to observe that it has reached a location where the information of an environment
has previously been stored in the map. This problem is known as loop closure [47].
Loop closure problem can be thought of as a two-fold problem. The first, is loop closure
detection and the second is loop closing. Loop closure detection is to be able to recognize
previously visited places. This is very important as it helps increase the performance of
SLAM and helps attain global consistency. The loop closing problem is to be able to
update the path taken to represent additional knowledge gained from detecting the loop (i.e.
propagate information backwards to refit the map for better accuracy and consistency).
Dealing with the loop closure problem can be very challenging. The main challenge
really depends on the available sensory resources, the changes in the robot’s viewpoint for
taking the sensory measurements, the presence of dynamic or static objects in the environment at arbitrary scales, scene complexity and repetitive structures, illumination variations,
the length of the loop, and not the least the ability to perform loop closing quickly to reduce
the accumulated uncertainty. This is extremely important in the case of on-line SLAM and
in the case when dealing with environments that have large multiple loops. In the rest of
this subsection, we present a short literature review on some of the existing techniques that
deal with the loop closure problem. First we talk about loop closure detection and then we
discuss loop closing.

2.3.1.1

Loop Closure Detection

In the past, there were so many techniques proposed to solve the loop detection problem. The techniques that demonstrated to be feasible fall in the following three cate-
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gories [48]: (1) scan matching approaches (2) scene matching or appearance-based approaches, and (3) scan matching and appearance-based approaches.
Scan Matching Approaches: Scan matching approaches are approaches that use
range data to aid the decision of loop closure detection. Some of these approaches extract
special features that are rotation invariant and uniquely distinguishable. These features are
then used to build strong classifiers to aid the matching between laser scan pairs to issue
positive or negative loop closure detection. An example of these approaches would be the
work presented in [49] and [50]. Some other approaches, such as [51–54], use raw laser
scans for relative pose estimation and join sequences of laser scans to form local maps. The
local maps are then correlated with a global laser map to detect loop closures. Specifically
in [51], an approach called “Local Registration and Global Correlation” was introduced to
determine topologically correct relations between new and old poses after long cycles. To
identify loop closure, a large scan patch is correlated (over motion in the plane) with a partition of the global map. The intuition is that the larger scan patch will be more reliable than
a single laser scan in rejecting false positives. However, the problem in this work is that the
location of the search space is still dependent on the robot pose estimate, which is as often
in a gross error [55]. [56] encodes the similarity between all possible pairings of spacial
(range) images obtained from laser scans in a similarity matrix, then pose the loop closure
problem as the task of extracting statistically significant sequences of similar spacial images from this matrix. The problem in this approach is that it is not suitable for on-line
SLAM implementation. In summary, the main advantage of scan matching approaches, as
reported in [49], is the ability of the algorithms to work in different environments due to the
general environment representation obtained from raw sensor data. But the obvious disadvantage is that they tend to fail if the environment has repetitive structures or obstacles exist
in the environment. See Figure 2.9 that shows two scans that look similar but correspond
to two different places.
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Figure 2.9. An example where scan matching approaches fail due to the presence of similar
structures in the environment

Appearance-Based Approaches:

Appearance-based approaches use only visual fea-

tures extracted from camera images that are salient and affine invariant to detect loop closure. The richness of camera data makes them particularly suited to the task of recognizing
similarity [47]. SIFT and SURF are the most popular feature descriptors that are being
used. In these approaches, images of the local scenes are frequently captured and stored in
a database. To detect loop closure, the database is queried with the recently taken image
to recall the best matching image. If a match is found then a positive loop closure detection is asserted. For example, [57] extracts saliency and affine regions from the images
and then from these regions feature descriptors are computed. The features are then stored
in a database along with the time stamp corresponding to the capturing time of the image
under processing. Next, the database is queried with a recently taken image. If there is
a positive matching, then the capture time of the matched image is used to discover loop
closure. [55] encodes the similarity between all possible pairings of scenes (images) in a
similarity matrix, and then poses the loop closure detection problem as the task of extracting
statistically significant sequences of similar scenes from this matrix solved by dynamic programming. [58] uses descriptors derived from principal component analysis over Fourier
transformed image patches to describe and match the image frames, and then uses a vote
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over descriptors to choose a database image. [59] applies the bag-of-words model used
in text retrieval to perform content-based retrieval in video sequences. Affine-invariant
descriptors extracted from the videos are clustered at training time, and then quantized
to the cluster centers at run time to yield visual word histograms in the images. Potential matches are ranked using the term-frequency-inverse-document-frequency metric. The
appearance-based SLAM FAB-MAP work of Cummins and Newman [60] applies the bagof-words method within a probabilistic framework to detect loop closures. In their work,
a generative model of word expression yields a likelihood of observed words over stored
places, permitting maximum-likelihood data association and update of the place’s appearance model parameters. Their system delivers high accuracy visual matching, however, the
generative model must be computed off-line and the model update cost at each time step is
high. In summary, the main problem with appearance-based approaches is the fact that similar scenes do not imply the same location. Figure 2.10 shows an example where a query
image is being matched to two reference images corresponding to two different locations
which has the impact of asserting false loop closure detection. Also, these approaches are
limited to planer environment and will not work well if images are blurry or of low contrast
and illumination. See Figure 2.11 for an example of images taken for the same scene, but
because of the illumination variations in the images, and, therefore lack of enough features,
a negative matching was asserted.

Scan Matching and Appearance-Based Approaches: Due to the problems found
in appearance-based approaches and scan matching approaches, loop closure detection algorithms, that are based on laser scans and vision, have shown to be robust. Newman and
Ho [56] suggested using vision on top of the range sensor based SLAM, since it provides
more information about an environment. In their approach, shape descriptors, such as angle
histograms and entropy, are used to describe and match the laser scans. A loop closure is
only accepted if both of the visual and spatial appearance comparisons credited the match.
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Figure 2.10. One problem in appearance-based approaches, where similar appearance does
not imply same location. Middle is the query image and side images are the tentative
matchings [56]

Figure 2.11. Another problem in appearance-based approaches, where it is very difficult to
extract enough features to assert matching due to illumination variations

In [61], laser range scans are fused with images to form descriptors of the objects to be used
as landmarks. The laser scans are used to detect regions of interest in the images through
polynomial fitting of laser scan segments, while the landmarks are represented using visual
features. Newman et al. [54] build a similarity matrix to evaluate the statistical significance
of matching images when laser range data also matches. Unfortunately, these approaches,
as reported by [48], do not scale well to larger environments.
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Conclusions: Loop closure detection or place recognition cannot be done with absolute certainty. One must maintain multiple map hypotheses or be able to correct mistakes.
To conclude this subsection, we summarize four big challenges in the loop closure detection. The first challenge is that the positional uncertainty will still grow with increasing
radial distance from the origin (see Figure 2.12). This is due to the fact that the loop size
depends strongly on the system characteristics. Some of these characteristics are odometric drift, sensing rate, and sensor quality. The second challenge is that false positive loop
closure detection will usually occur given extensively repeated structures. The problem is
particularly difficult to solve in general, as repeated structures at arbitrary scales might be
encountered. The third challenge is that there is still little done on dealing with the problem
of loop closure in dynamic environment. Last but not the least, the fourth challenge is the
problem of illumination and contrast variations in the scenes makes asserting matching a
big challenge. See Figure 2.13 for an example of a cross day/night matching problem between one pair of images for an indoor environment. In conclusion, since an incorrect loop
closure can be disastrous for most SLAM systems, a good loop closure detection system
should give very few (ideally zero) false positives while still detecting many of the true
positives.

Figure 2.12. Positional uncertainty growing with increasing radial distance from origin [62]
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Figure 2.13. An example on cross day and night matching problem

2.3.1.2

Loop Closing

The key solution to solve the loop closing problem is first to reliably detect when and
where the loop occurs. Upon asserting a positive loop closure detection, the system must
then be able to calculate the transformation(s) needed to align the regions, where the loop
is detected and close the loop. The loop closing operation is one of the crucial parts in any
map building system to refit the whole map to achieve improved localization accuracy and
global map consistency.
Several algorithms exist in the literature for closing the loop. Generally speaking, one
of the approaches treats the loop closing problem as a search problem by iteratively proposing candidate transformations. This is done by casting the problem of loop closing as a map
registration problem. Usually, in the map registration problem, the registration process occures between two laser scans or two sets of point clouds; model and data. Then, the map
registration algorithm tries to search for a transformation T , to transform the data scan onto
the stationary model scan. This is frequently achieved by minimizing a cost function based
on the trial transformations and original points. Depending on the type of the data being
registered, such algorithms fall into two main categories [63]. First, algorithms that use a
semi-exhaustive search (i.e. exhaustive over a local region). An example of such algorithms
is described in [51]. Second, algorithms that perform a more direct search, such as the classical Iterative Closest Point (ICP) introduced by Besl and McKay [64], in which the cost
function is based on the sum of the square of distances between corresponding points. Other
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loop closing approaches are also used. For example, [65] uses the randomised-trees relocalization method to close loops in submap-based SLAM. Relocalization is tried against
each submap, in turn, in a brute-force manner. The problem with this approach, as reported
by [66], is that classification using randomised trees breaks down in the domain of thousands of classes, and the on-line class of training and the storage cost (30ms, 1.25MB per
landmark) are prohibitive when dealing with many landmarks each time step.
In summary, based on what we see in the literature, ICP is the most widely used method
for loop closing. There are several limitations associated with ICP, however, we will only
mention two of them in the following discussion. The first limitation is that ICP may be
trapped in local minima, if the search started far from true alignment and if scans exhibit
repeated local structure. The second limitation is that naive ICP can solve small-scale
loops fairly well, but when it comes to large scale loops, and therefore large uncertainty,
ICP alone is not the way to go. This is because it has to face the problem of matching
two partial scans that are far from aligned. One way to go around this problem might
be to reject outliers using a sophisticated technique such as RANSAC (RANdom SAmple
Consensus), then perform ICP on the set of inlier’s, and finally, use another algorithm to
do the final registration. Since the loop closing operation, at the highest end, is a searching
problem it can be computationally very expensive and might affect the ability of SLAM to
be performed on-line.
In this dissertation, although one of the goals is to construct accurate models of the
interior space we will not put so much emphasis on presenting sophisticated techniques to
deal with the loop closure problem. This is because a full discussion of this problem is
outside the scope of our research. Instead, we will just use and discuss some of the loop
closure techniques that we talked about above in our map building system, presented in
Chapter 4. Our main focus, as will be seen later in Chapter 5, is more on the problem of
indoor visual place recognition for the purpose of robot self-localization, given a known
map.
In the next chapter, we present our mobile robot platform that we use in our work. We
will be focusing on the calibration process performed between the various sensors installed
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on the robot platform, which is very important and necessary to understand our work and
the place recognition and robot self-localization algorithms presented in this dissertation.
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3. ROBOT PLATFORM AND ITS CALIBRATION
As we mentioned in Section 1.1, we are using the PowerBot robot platform that was shown
in Figure 1.3a. As shown in that figure, the PowerBot robot from ActivMedia is equipped
with a SICK LMS-200 2D laser range sensor and two mounted Sony PTZ EVI-D100 cameras. We also mentioned that we built the 3D models of a given hallway section through
the process of fusing single camera images with range data. But, in order to attach camera
images onto the wall planes, which are bounded rectangle boxes generated on top of the
range lines extracted from the range data correctly, we need accurate calibration between
the laser range sensor and the camera(s) on the robot. Furthermore, we need accurate calibration between the range and the odometry sensors in order to have a common reference
frame when it comes to merge several local maps, as will be shown when presenting our
3D map building system in Chapter 4. Additionally, the 3D junction features, that we use in
our proposed frameworks for PRSL in Chapter 5, are based on stereo reconstructions of the
JUDOCA junctions [15] extracted from the individual images of a stereo pair. This requires
accurate calibration between each of the stereo camera sensors mounted on the robot. This
chapter provides a general calibration procedure between the stereo camera sensors, the
range sensor, and the odometry sensor, that are shown in Figure 3.7 and are being used by
our 3D map building system (SLAM) and the proposed frameworks for PRSL.

3.1

Why the Calibration Procedure is Important
To be able to present why the calibration procedure is important, first, let us present a

quick overview on our 3D map building system, where the details will be presented in the
next chapter. In our map building system, there are three types of sensory data being used:
range data from the range sensor, vision data from the camera sensor and odometry data
from the robot encoder. The range data are a set of point measurements (see Figure 3.1) that
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are used to fit lines using a least-squares method with RANSAC (see Figure 3.2). Then,
the fitted lines are intersected with each other to identify what we call “important corners”
(e.g. end of the lines) and “jump discontinuities” (e.g. ends of the walls). The identified
corners and jump discontinuities are very important, because they will determine the width
of wall planes to which camera images (vision data) will be projected, where the height is
assumed to be constant. Figure 3.3 shows an example of the wall planes highlighted in the
red color. Therefore, if the wall planes and vision data are misaligned, then the projection
of the camera images onto the planes will be spurious. As such, the calibration procedure
between the range and the camera sensors is very important, as to insure the alignment
between the range and vision sensory information. Figure 3.4 shows a wall image plane
obtained from an accurate projection of the camera image, that is shown in Figure 3.1,
onto the wall plane generated on top of the left (shorter) range line presented in Figure 3.2.
Whereas, Figure 3.5 shows the textured wall image plane, shown in Figure 3.4, placed in
the 3D space and viewed by our interactive 3D map building viewer.

Figure 3.1. Range points map of the image shown to the left

Finally, the odometry data are expressed by the position (the translational coordinates
(x, y)) and the heading (the orientation angle φ ) of the robot with respect to the initial position and orientation of the robot (world frame). They are used to register and align several
maps at different positions and/or orientations of the robot with respect to the world frame.
This immediately requires accurate calibration between the range and vision sensors, and
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the odometry sensor at the current location of the robot, or the registration process will not
be possible.
Furthermore, the stereo reconstructions of the 3D junction features, that we use in our
proposed frameworks for PRSL, require carrying out the triangulation process between the
feature correspondences in the original pairs of a stereo image. This cannot be done without
an accurate calibration between the stereo camera sensors.

Figure 3.2. Fitted range lines map

Figure 3.3. An example of wall planes
constructed in 3D space represented in
red color

Figure 3.4. Projection of the camera image shown in Figure 3.1 onto the left wall
plane shown in Figure 3.3

Figure 3.5. Texture mapped wall plane
image
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3.2

The Calibration Assumptions
We make the following assumptions with regard to our map building system and to the

calibration procedures, that we are carrying out, between the various sensors on the robot
platform:
• Our map building system is specifically designed to construct 3D models of the interior space for which the Manhattan World Assumption [67] holds. In other words, the
interior space whose structure is composed of three orthogonal planes — floors, ceilings and walls. This means that there is only a single floor plane and a single ceiling
plane with a constant ceiling height in the interior space that need to be modeled.
• The laser range sensor can measure the depth of an object from the robot with high
accuracy.
• The laser range sensor is assumed to be parallel to the floor plane.
• The forward translational movement of the robot is assumed to be along the y-axis,
as shown in Figure 3.7.
• The stereo cameras are assumed to be calibrated with the help of the “Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab” [68].
• The stereo cameras coordinate frame is assumed to be aligned with the coordinate
frame of the left camera.
• The range sensor is assumed to be calibrated with the left camera and through the
stereo camera calibration, the calibration between the range sensor and the right camera can be computed.
• The robot coordinate frame is assumed to be defined as the coordinate frame of the
odometry sensor. Thus, we require that this coordinate frame be the reference coordinate frame to which all other frames (range and stereo cameras) be transformed
and aligned.
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• The calibration (transformation) between the range coordinate frame and robot coordinate frame is assumed to be available to us through the manufacturer of the
robot [69]. Figure 3.6 shows this transformation.
• All of the coordinate frames used in the various calibration procedures between the
vision, range and odometry sensors are assumed to follow the ones defined in Figure
3.7.
Zrob
COP
Robot
Frame

Xrob
Zrng

Yrob
COP
Range
Sensor

Xrng

Only pure Translational difference in the
Y direction with identity Rotational matrix
COP: Center Of Projection

Yrng

Figure 3.6. Range/robot Euclidean transformation

3.3

The Calibration Procedures
In this section, the calibration procedures and thus the transformations between the dif-

ferent coordinate frames, as highlighted in Figure 3.7, are described. First, the Euclidean
transformation between the range coordinate frame and the robot coordinate frame is presented. Following, the Euclidean transformation between the stereo camera sensors (left
and right) is described. Lastly, the Euclidean transformation between the range coordinate
frame and the left camera coordinate frame (i.e. the stereo cameras coordinate frame) is
discussed.
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Figure 3.7. The different coordinate frames

3.3.1

The Calibration between the Range Sensor and the Robot Coordinate Frames

The Euclidean transformation between the range sensor and the robot coordinate frames
is assumed to be provided by the manufacturer of the robot. To show this transformation,
let us assume:
• Xerobot : is an inhomogeneous 3D coordinate of a point in the robot coordinate frame.

• Xerange : is an inhomogeneous 3D coordinate of a point in the range coordinate frame.

• Rrobot
range : is the rotational difference between the range coordinate frame and the robot
coordinate frame.
robot : is the translational difference between the range coordinate frame and the
• Trange

robot coordinate frame.
Now, as described in [70], the relation between Xerange and Xerobot can be given by:
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robot
e
Xerobot = Rrobot
range Xrange + Trange

(3.1)

In other words, in a matrix form, the final transformation could be written as:
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as provided by the manufacturer of the robot [69].

3.3.2

The Calibration between the Stereo Camera Sensors

This subsection describes how to compute the Euclidean transformation between the
coordinate frames of the left and right cameras. This transformation is computed based
on performing the normal stereo calibration procedure — by placing the robot at a fixed
position and having a calibration pattern (e.g. chess board rig) waved in front of the stereo
camera sensors. The stereo calibration is performed with the help of the “Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab” [68]. The computed stereo calibration results include the
intrinsic parameters and the distortion coefficients of the left and right cameras (KL , KR ,
DistortionL , DistortionR ). Also, they include the extrinsic parameters that define the rotational and translational differences (R and T ) between the camera sensors. It is important to
mention that the current setup of the stereo camera sensors, as shown in Figure 3.7, should
approximately result in an identity rotational matrix and in a pure translational difference
along the x-axis.
The computed stereo calibration results are shown below using a set of 20 pairs of
stereo images of a chess board calibration rig, which contained 7 × 5 squares. Each square
was of size 30 mm × 30 mm. The unit used to report the results is in mm.
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In what follows, the equations that relate an image pixel in the left and right cameras
le f t

right
) to their corresponding inhomogeneous 3D projections in the camera planes
(ximg and ximg
le f t
right
(Xecam and Xecam
) are provided with the help of the left and right camera matrices (KL and

KR ).
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The Calibration between the Stereo Camera Sensors and the Range Sensor

The calibration procedure between the range sensor and the stereo camera sensors is
discussed in this section. The calibration procedure starts with placing the robot in an
identified section of an indoor system of hallways. Then, the robot is moved such that it
is confronting two intersected walls. A special landmark (calibration pattern as depicted
in Figure 3.8) is attached on one of the walls, such that one edge of the calibration pattern
matches the line of the intersection between the walls. The height from the floor to the
bottom of the calibration pattern is measured by a ruler. Data are then logged by the robot.
This data include one pair of stereo images and one laser scan. The placement of the robot,
as confronting two intersected walls, is very important; First to identify the intersection
point of the walls on the floor plane from the range data — we refer to this point as Corner
1. Second is to identify the calibration pattern in the stereo camera images. Once the
calibration pattern is identified in the camera images, the closest point to the floor in the
calibration pattern that coincides with the line of the intersection of the walls is marked as
Corner 2. Corner 1 and Corner 2 constitute one pair of correspondences, as shown in Figure
3.9, between the range sensor and the stereo cameras. To get more correspondences, the
position/orientation of the robot is changed vis-a-vis the walls. These correspondences are
then used to compute the calibration information between the range sensor and the stereo
cameras as described below.

Based on the correspondences between the range sensor and the stereo camera sensors,
the goal is now to find the Euclidean transformation that relates the stereo camera sensors
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Figure 3.8. Calibration grid

to the range sensor. We start by finding the translational and rotational differences (Rrc and
Tcr respectively) between the left camera (abbreviated by the letter c) and the range sensor
(abbreviated by the letter r). After that, using the stereo calibration information between the
left and right camera sensors, obtained from the previous subsection, the Euclidean transformation between the right camera and the range sensor can be found. Figure 3.9 shows
the overall setup highlighting how to compute all of the aforementioned transformations.

Looking at Figure 3.9 and using the fact that Rbc Rca = Rba holds for general a, b, c transformation systems, it is clear that:
Rcr = Rcw Rwf Rrf

(3.13)

where the complete description of the notations used in Equation 3.13 is listed in Table 3.1.
In what follows, we discuss how each of the rotational matrices, listed in Table 3.1, is
computed. Rcw is obtained by performing a stereo calibration procedure that is similar to the
calibration procedure described in subsection 3.3.2, but with the calibration pattern fixed
on the wall and the robot is positioned and oriented vis-a-vis this pattern. This calibration
f

setup is demonstrated in Figure 3.9. Rwf and Rr are given by equations 3.14 and 3.15
respectively.
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Figure 3.9. The calibration setup between the stereo camera and the range sensor

Table 3.1 The terminology used to represent the rotational matrices, where c,w, f and r
denote, respectively, the left camera frame, the wall frame, the floor frame and the range
frame shown in Figure 3.9
Rotation
Rcr
Rrc
Rcw
Rwf
f

Rr

Explanation
Rotation matrix from range sensor frame to left camera frame
Rotation matrix from left camera frame to range sensor frame
Rotation matrix from wall frame to left camera frame
Rotation matrix from floor frame to wall frame
Rotation matrix from range frame to floor frame

Rwf



1

0

0







= 0 0 1 


0 −1 0

(3.14)
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where θ is the angle denoted by theta in Figure 3.9.
Subsequently, the rotational difference between the range frame and the left camera frame
Rcr can be easily found as given by Equation 3.16:
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(3.16)

(3.17)

Having computed the rotational difference (Rcr ), we will now find the translational difference between the range sensor frame and the left camera frame (Trc ). It is important to
note that we will use the convention that the translation vector will inherent the negative
sign implicitly whenever presented. Let us start by using the following relation [70]:

(3.18)

therefore,

Xec = Rcr Xer + Trc

(3.19)

and also

Trc = Xec − Rcr Xer
Tcr = − (Rcr )−1 Trc = −Rrc Trc = Xer − Rrc Xec

(3.20)

where Xer and Xec are one correspondence pair between the range and left camera sensors.

Specifically, Xer is the inhomogeneous 3D coordinate of Corner 1 in the range coordinate
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frame, and Xec is the inhomogeneous 3D coordinate of Corner 2 (the right lower corner of

the calibration pattern as shown in Figure 3.9) in the left camera coordinate frame. Note
that Corner 1 is geometrically related to Corner 2 by the distance Zrng , as measured by the
ruler.
Because, typically, we will have multiple correspondences (Corner 1, Corner 2) between the range sensor and the stereo camera sensors, we first find Rcr and Trc for every
correspondence pair, and then compute the average of the results. For example, to compute
the average of the rotational matrices (Rcr ’s), the rotational matrices are first converted into
their rodrigues form (vector representation) and then being averaged. After that, the averaged result is converted back into the matrix form, which constitutes the final rotational
difference. Therefore, the final transformations can be finally given by equations 3.21 and
3.22. Whereas, the computed calibration results are given by equations 3.23 and 3.24:
Rcr

−1

= rodrigues

Trc =

!
1 n
c
∑ rodrigues ((Rr )i)
n i=1

(3.21)

1 n c
∑ (Tr )i
n i=1

(3.22)

where n is the total number of the positions/orientations of the robot vis-a-vis the calibration pattern or simply n is the total number of the successfully computed correspondences.
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−0.999
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(3.23)

(3.24)

Thus, for any point in the range coordinate frame, we can now find its transformation in
the left camera coordinate frame using the previous results and the following equation:
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Rcr Trc
Xer


=

→
−
1
0 1
1


Xec





(3.25)

To conclude this section, all of the computed calibration results or information are used
in our map building system, which is discussed in the next chapter. To give the reader
an example of the use and the accuracy of the computed results, Figure 3.10 shows an
example of a 3D map reconstruction for the scene shown in Figure 3.1, where it shows
how the calibration results between the range and the left camera sensors were accurate. In
Figure 3.11, we also show another example that demonstrates the use of all the calibration
information for projecting the range data (range points and fitted range lines) onto the stereo
images, which provides additional support on the accuracy of the computed calibration
information.

Figure 3.10. Local map building with accurate range/stereo calibration for the scene that is
depicted in Figure 3.1
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Laser scanning
Robot

(a) A robot in the environment

(c) Range line features

(b) Range point features

(d) The range points projected on the left image of
the stereo head

(e) The range lines projected on the stereo image pair

Figure 3.11. An example that shows the accuracy of the calibration between the laser range
sensor and the stereo camera sensors
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3.4

Calibration Troubleshooting
This section lists and describes some of the issues that must be considered in order to

guarantee having a successful calibration procedures, and in order to avoid the trouble of
having any bad calibration results.
Generally speaking, based on our calibration experience, one needs to check the following:
• The air pressure of both of the wheels of the robot must be 60 psi, or at the least the
air pressure in the wheels must be balanced. This is very important because (1) this
is the assumption that is being used when the robot’s internal calibration parameters
were set for correcting drifting (dead reckoning), and, (2) to make sure that the range
sensor is parallel to the floor plane. Additional information about these requirements
is provided in the PowerBot manual [69].
• We need to make sure that the computed stereo calibration results were correct and
accurate. To check the results, one can try to project an image pixel from the left
camera to the right camera and check the amount of discrepancy or error of the
projected pixel from its actual location.
• Perform the calibration between the correct coordinate systems. In other words, one
need to make sure that the different computed transformations will lead to a correct
calibration between the different sensors. For example, to check the calibration results between the range sensor frame and the left camera frame, one can try to work
on a simple example by projecting a range point onto the left image using the computed calibration information, and then check the correctness and the accuracy of the
final projection results.
• All of the calibration information must be recomputed every time the air pressure in
the wheels of the robot is changed.
• If the calibration results were not accurate, one might need to consider repeating
the calibration procedures, increasing the size of the calibration data, or filtering out
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the bad data i.e. bad camera images or bad range scans that don’t comply with the
calibration procedure, which might lead to degenerate or bad calibration. See Figure
3.12 and Figure 3.13 for some examples.

Figure 3.12. Bad range data, where we
were not able to identify the point of the
intersection of confronting walls

Figure 3.13. Bad calibration image in
which we were not able to define a
bounding box for the calibration pattern
during stereo calibration
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4. 3D MAP BUILDING SYSTEM
In this chapter, we will talk about our 3D map building system. Our 3D map building system is an extension of the work proposed by Kwon et. al [7]. Basically, we construct 3D
maps by fusing visual information obtained from an on-board camera sensor with proximity information coming from a laser range sensor. In contrast to [7], we are fusing the
images from a single camera with the range data instead of fusing the stereoscopic images.
Also, we are using an ICP-based scan matching framework to register the range data at
the different locations of the robot. One of the advantages of using this approach is that it
removes the burden of stereo reconstruction and speeds up the final 3D model generation.
Additionally, the ICP-based scan matching framework allows us to formulate the SLAM
problem in a graph form — the vertices represent the different poses of the robot and the
edges represent the relative transformations between the poses in addition to how much
confidence is associated with each transformation. This gives us the ability to tackle the
problem of loop closure in SLAM in an ease way, as we will see later in this chapter.
At the lowest level of processing, our system extracts line features from the range data
produced by the laser scanner, that was shown on the robotic platform as depicted in Figure
3.7. The laser scanner scans the space horizontally in a plane close to the floor. These line
features correspond typically to the flat vertical surfaces, such as walls in the environment.
The system then associates 2D camera images of these surfaces with the range line features.
This process can be envisioned as associating a vertical surface with a range line and then
texture mapping the surface with the camera images, as shown in Figure 3.10.
In our 3D map building system, we maintain two levels of map hierarchy; local and
global. ICP-based scan matching framework is used to register the local maps with the
global map. Throughout this chapter, we will discuss in detail the various stages of how the
3D maps are generated at the local and global levels and how the ICP-based scan matching
framework is being used in our system.
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4.1

Local and Global Maps
In this section, we describe in a form of an example how the 3D maps are generated at

the local and global levels. Let us assume that the robot is deployed in a system of indoor
hallways. Then a range scan and an image will be recorded at each position and orientation
of the robot using the range laser sensor and the camera sensor mounted on the robot. Each
range scan is limited to a maximum distance of 16 meters from the robot and has an angular
resolution of 0.5◦ that span 180◦ angular field of view. Each scan thus consists of a list of
361 range point measurements, which are all confined to a horizontal plane parallel to the
floor (about 8 inches off the floor). The range point measurements represent the distances
and the angles of the features from the robot. Line features (or simply range lines) are
then extracted from the range points using a least-squares method with RANSAC [71].
After that, the line features are filtered out based on a user-defined distance threshold from
the robot. Based on the final set of the line features, a 2D wall plane is constructed on
top of each line feature. The width of each wall plane is controlled by the length of the
corresponding range line and the height is controlled by the ceiling to floor height, which
is set to 270 cm. Having the wall planes, the recorded image is used with the calibration
information, computed in the previous chapter, to place the visual textures of the image
onto the wall planes. This is done by direct projection of the camera image onto the wall
planes. The textured wall planes, placed and viewed in 3D space using our 3D map viewer,
are what represent the 3D map of the interior space at the local level. Figure 4.1 shows the
generated wall planes and the 3D local map constructed from the range and vision data,
that were shown in Figure 3.11. Figure 4.2 shows two other examples of reconstructed 3D
local maps for other hallway sections.

At each position and orientation of the robot only, a single local map is constructed.
When the robot moves to another position and/or orientation, another local map is constructed and so on the process continues until all interior hallways are explored. This
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(a) Generated wall planes using the (b) Two views of the constructed local map showing the wall images
range lines that were shown in Figure after projecting them onto the wall planes for the image that was
3.11c
shown in Figure 3.11d

Figure 4.1. An example of a 3D local map

Figure 4.2. Other examples of constructed 3D local maps

process of constructing the local maps is performed incrementally in real time to build the
final 3D model. We refer to the incrementally constructed 3D model as the global map.
The key issue in the map construction process is how to merge the local maps to obtain
the global map. This is done by fusing the previous local maps, constructed so far, with
the current local map taking into consideration that the first local map will determine the
world coordinate frame for all the subsequent maps at all levels. This process is called map
merging and is done using an ICP-based scan matching framework [72] that operates on
the range data. We use the following notations in the map merging process: the local map,
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to denote the 3D map constructed at the current location of the robot; and the global map,
to denote all local maps constructed and merged together at earlier locations and up to the
current location of the robot. Figure 4.3 shows an example of a global map constructed by
fusing 3 local maps generated at the same position but at different orientations of the robot.

Figure 4.3. An example of a global map generated by fusing three local maps

In Figure 4.4, we show a flow diagram that summarizes all the steps that are taking
place in our 3D map building system for generating the 3D maps at the local and global
levels.
In the next sections, some explanations of the major steps, shown in Figure 4.4, are
presented.
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Figure 4.4. 3D map building system framework
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4.2

Wall Planes Generation
Wall planes are an integral part of our 3D map building system — step 4 in the flow

diagram of Figure 4.4. All visual texture information is contained within these wall planes.
A wall plane is defined as a bounded rectangle box that is built on top of a line feature. A
line feature or an extracted range line is a 2D line that is defined within the xy plane, and can
be thought of as a 3D line in the (x, y, z) coordinate system, where the z coordinate is zero.
As such, a wall plane is a plane that is made parallel to the xz plane, and whose position
and orientation are determined by the location of the corresponding line feature in the xy
plane. Thus, we can picture the wall plane as a 2D plane, where the width of the plane is
controlled by the length of the corresponding line feature and the height is controlled by
the ceiling-to-floor height, which is assumed to be 270 cm, as we mentioned earlier in this
chapter.

4.3

Texture Mapping of the Wall Planes
Basically, this step determines how the textures of the wall planes are obtained — step

5 in the flow diagram of Figure 4.4. From Chapter 3, we know that for any range point in
the range coordinate frame, we can obtain its correspondence in the stereo or left camera
coordinate frame by using the following transformation:


Xer
Rcr Trc


=

→
−
1
0 1
1


Xec





(4.1)

where Xer is an inhomogeneous representation of a 3D range point in the range coordinate

frame, and Xec is an inhomogeneous representation of that range point in the left camera

coordinate frame.

Also, we know the transformation that relates an image pixel with its projection point
in the camera plane [70]. For example, this transformation for the left camera is given by:
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where ximg is the inhomogeneous representation of a 2D pixel in the left image plane and
le f t
Xecam is the inhomogeneous representation of the projection of that image pixel in the left

le f t
camera plane. We draw the attention of the reader that Xecam is the same as Xec , which is

shown to the left side of Equation 4.1.
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(4.4)

Rcr
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(4.5)

The previous transformation, given by Equation 4.5, is very important since it relates any
range point with its corresponding pixel in the image plane. Thus, if we can track down
the pixel locations or patches on the wall plane, such that their coordinates are given in
the range coordinate frame, we can copy the texture of that camera image into the wall
plane. This can be done by sampling the wall plane into wall patches or quadrilaterals,
where the wall patch notation is analogous to the image pixel. With the help of the vector
notation of the line segment, we can then convert the coordinates of the patches into the
range coordinate frame. For example, suppose we have a line feature whose start point,
end point, orientation within the xy plane and length are, respectively, given by (xi , yi , zi )
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and (x f , y f , z f ), φ , w, where zi = z f = 0, then the corresponding wall plane will be defined
as follows: The coordinates of the left lower corner of the wall plane will be given by
(xi , yi , zi ) (based on our definition of the wall plane) and the width of that plane will be
w. Furthermore, if we let the height of the wall plane be h and choose the sampling steps
within the xy plane (i.e. on the range line) as a mm and on the z axis as b mm, then the
wall plane will have (h/b ∗ w/a) patches. If we let the coordinates of the patches be given
by (u, v) within the wall plane, then the coordinates of these patches (xr , yr , zr ) in the range
coordinate frame will be given by:


xr
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(a)(cos(φ )) 0 xi
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(4.7)

The final relation, given in Equation 4.7, indicates that we can project any wall patch
from the wall plane onto a pixel in the left image plane. So, if the projected pixel lies within
the camera image boundaries, which in our case is 640 × 480, then the RGB color values
of that image pixel are copied to that wall patch, otherwise the color of the wall patch is set
to zero (black). As such, going over all the patches in the wall plane, in this way, we can
reconstruct the camera image onto the wall plane. We call this process wall plane texture
mapping.
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4.4

Failure Modes in our Map Building System
Our 3D map building framework is based on certain key assumptions that if violated

can result in degradation of the quality of the constructed maps. One of the key assumptions
is that the space mapped is delineated by planar walls, and that there are no moving objects
in the environment within the sensing range of the robot. Typical corridors constitute a
primary example of the interior space that our mapping framework can handle. If the
walls are curved, or if the space contains pillars and such, our mapping framework will
try to create a planar approximation to the curved vertical surfaces. Such approximations
break down for obvious reasons when the vertical surfaces are strongly curving. Figures
4.1b and 4.5a, which shows how a round trash can can be constructed as a part of the
scene, demonstrate that our system can handle a good amount of curvature in the vertical
surfaces. For an opposite case, when our system performs poorly in the presence of nonplanar surfaces, Figure 4.5b shows the reconstruction of a scene with a human standing by
a doorway. The fact that our system also cannot handle objects moving about within the
sensing range of the robot during map construction is illustrated in Figure 4.5e.

4.5

Map Merging
The map merging process is another integral part of our 3D map building system — step

6 in the flow diagram of Figure 4.4. The map merging process is necessary to construct
the final 3D model of a given space that is to be mapped by the robot. Some of the main
roles played by the map merging process are: (1) it aids in aligning and merging the local
maps with the global map; and, (2) it is responsible for the uncertainty reduction for the
overall system, when asserting a loop closure, which we discussed in Section 2.3. The
aforementioned roles are demonstrated in the flow diagram that is shown in Figure 4.6. In
this section, we will be talking about the map merging process, with respect to these roles.
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(a) Zoomed view of the
trash can in Figure 4.1b

(b) An example of a person reconstructed as part of the recovered map

(c) Detected range points

(d) Extracted range lines

(e) Reconstructed map

Figure 4.5. The affects of the presence of curved walls and moving or movable objects in
our map building system
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Figure 4.6. Map merging of the local and global maps

Let us recall that the 3D local map, constructed at the first position and orientation
of the robot, determines the world coordinate frame for all the subsequent constructed
maps. Furthermore, this map, in addition to it being the first local map, constitutes the
first global map. As such, without loss of generality, we assume that the world coordinate
frame will always correspond to the robot location (x, y, φ ) = (0, 0, 0). Therefore, when the
robot changes its position or orientation and a new local map is constructed, the sensory
information in this local map is aligned with the robot coordinate frame at the current
position/orientation of the robot and then aligned with the world coordinate frame. Once
the local map (range lines and wall images) is aligned with the world coordinate frame,
the next step is how to merge the range lines from the local map with the range lines from
the global map, and also, how to merge the wall images from the local map with the wall
images from the global map. We will provide answers to these questions after we present
how the local map information is aligned with the world coordinate frame ( i.e. the global
map).
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4.5.1

Aligning a Local Map with the Global Map

Recall that the range lines and the wall planes, in the range coordinate frame, are what
constitutes a local map. Thus, to align this information from the local map with the world
coordinate frame, the information first need to be transformed from the range coordinate
frame to the robot coordinate frame. Then, the resulting information needs to be transformed from the robot coordinate frame to the world coordinate frame. For the former
transformation, we can use Equation 3.2 that was given in Chapter 3. For the latter transformation (robot-to-world)) one can use the odometry information (x, y, φ ), obtained from
the encoders of the robot. The following set of equations captures both of the aforementioned transformations:
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But, as it is well known, the odometry information is usually erroneous and associated
with large error, especially after a long traversal of the robot. As such, the alignment based
on the odometry information is not accurate and robust. Therefore, to go over this problem,
we are using ICP-based scan matching approaches to help with the alignment between the
robot and world coordinate frames. These approaches work on aligning two sets of range
scans by finding the set of closest points or the set of correspondences between the two
sets in order to compute the transformation that put these sets into alignment and refine the
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current estimate of the location of the robot. Obviously, for these approaches to work, it
should be initialized with a good starting point of the transformation or it may get trapped
in the local minima, like gradient descent algorithms. Usually, this initialization is provided
from the robot’s wheel encoders (odometry information). As the reader might notice, one
of the most critical steps in these approaches is how to find a robust set of correspondences,
which requires a sufficient overlap between the scans. This is actually a function of the
sampling interval at which the range scans were recorded and a user-defined threshold
(dmax ) on the distance between any two points to be declared as a correspondence. How
exactly we use the ICP-based scan matching approaches in our work is the question that
we will answer next.

4.5.1.1

ICP-Based Scan Matching Framework

Our ICP-based scan matching approach works as follows: At each new location of
the robot, the range scan obtained from the laser scanner (local map) is fed together with
the range scan(s) from the global map to an ICP algorithm to find the transformation that
situates the former with the latter, and correct the current pose of the robot with respect to
the world coordinate frame. There are two variations of our ICP implementation, one that
is a point-based ICP and the second is a line-based ICP. In the point-based ICP, the original
range points from the local and global scans are fed to a weighted ICP algorithm. In the
weighted ICP algorithm, the points are weighted based on the direction of the normal vector
at each point and the ray vector from the center of the range coordinate frame to the current
point. The normal vector at each point is computed by fitting a line to the neighboring point
measurements to the selected point and then computing the normal vector to the fitted line.
On the other hand, in the line-based ICP, the range lines from the local and global maps
are uniformly sampled into points associating with each point the normal vector of the line
it was sampled from. The sampled points are then which fed to the ICP algorithm [64].
The line-based ICP takes advantage of the fact that the uniform-sampling of the points
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produce better rejection to outliers as demonstrated in [72], and tends to be faster. Figure
4.7 pictorially shows the steps involved in the line-based ICP implementation.

Figure 4.7. Line-based ICP

Let us now talk about how the ICP algorithm works. Let the points obtained from the
local map be called the data points, and let the points obtained from the global map be
called the model points. ICP is initialized with a pose transformation, computed with help
of the odometry data reported by the robot wheel encoders. This transformation is given
k−1 )−1 ( H k ) as shown in Figure 4.8, where H k−1 is the corrected
by Tinit = (0 Hck−1 )(0 Henc
0 enc
0 c

pose (denoted by the subscript c) of the robot at the location denoted by the superscript
k−1 is the
k − 1 with respect to the world coordinate frame (denoted by the subscript 0). 0 Henc

odometry information of the robot at location k − 1 with respect to the world coordinate
k is the odometry information of the robot at the current location k with
frame, and 0 Henc

respect to the world coordinate frame. Tinit is used to initially situate the data points close
to the model points. One main observation about this transformation is that the odometry
information, being used at the current location of the robot, is only relative to the previous
robot location in the global map. Thus, the hope is that the odometry information error
will be small. KD-tree based on the Euclidean distance is then iteratively used to find
the set of closest points between the data and model points. For the outliers rejection,
a cosine similarity measure between the normal vectors of the data and model points is
used along with some user-defined threshold dmax . dmax is the threshold used to determine
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whether a given two points are considered to be an inlier or not. At each iteration of
the ICP algorithm, based on the set of inliers or correspondences, the SVD algorithm is
used to find the transformation

k
k−1 HICP

(composed of a rotation matrix and a translation

vector) that aligns the data and model points. More precisely, SVD is used to find and
optimize the rotation matrix and from the centroids of both the data and model points the
translation vector is computed. Therefore, the rotational errors can mostly be corrected,
however, the translational errors are expected to be reduced, but with no guarantee that it
will be fully corrected. To add effectiveness and robustness to the ICP algorithm, the dmax
threshold is set to be dynamically updated based on the final computed error from the final
set of correspondences after each iteration. A stopping criteria based on the final computed
error between the correspondence set is used to terminate the algorithm. Further details
and variations about the ICP algorithm can be found in [73]. Figure 4.8 summarizes the
ICP-based scan-matching approach and how it is applied incrementally to an n locations
of the robot. Also, highlighted in the figure is the set of equations to compute the final
pose estimate (correct pose) of the robot using the computed ICP transformation at each
location.

We should mention that the transformation computed by the ICP algorithm is associated with an uncertainty due to the final error left between the point correspondences after
applying the ICP transformation. Because of this fact, for each estimated pose of the robot
location, we compute a covariance matrix kCk−1 that quantifies the uncertainty of the relative transformation k T k−1 computed by the ICP algorithm between the robot poses k − 1
and k, as shown Figure 4.9.

In the literature, there is little work on how to compute the covariance matrix kCk−1 ,
but a very useful framework for computing it is provided in [70, 74]. The basic idea is
as follows: Let us consider our original problem of scan matching for the relative pose
estimation from two point sets, model at location k − 1 and data at location k. Computed
between the model and data points, with the help of the ICP, is the correspondence set
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Figure 4.8. ICP-based scan matching approach
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Figure 4.9. Scan matching approach highlighting the relative pose transformations and the
associated covariance matrices

→
−
XM ↔ XD . The estimated relative pose consists of a translation vector t =

h

tx ty

it

and a

rotation matrix R that is specified by the Euler angle φ . Thus, only three parameters, which
can be expressed by the tuple (tx ,ty , φ ◦ ), are needed to find the relative pose transformation
kT

k−1 .

This process of finding k T k−1 is demonstrated as shown below:
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(4.11)

Let us now assume that the cardinality of the correspondence set XM ↔ XD is N. Thus,
we would have N corresponding points (d~i ,~mi ), where d~i ∈ XD , ~mi ∈ XM , and i = 1, . . . , N.
Each pair (d~i ,~mi ) is a correspondence that represents a range point measurement x̂i . The
true value (xi ) of the point measurement (x̂i ) is unknown. If we assume that we have an
unbiased estimator of the true value (xi ), based on the available point measurement (x̂i )
then the mean of the measurement would be given by x̄ = E [x̂] = x, and the associated
h
i
T
covariance be given by Σx = E (x̂ − x̄) (x̂ − x̄) .

Thus, if we assume that the true values of d~i and ~mi are related by some unknown transformation k Tbk−1 or simply Tb, then we would have the following relationship satisfied:
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(4.12)

(4.13)

−
where →
zi is an error vector associated with a covariance Σi that can be statistically computed
from the point measurements.
−
Typically, →
zi would be zero if Tb is known, but usually it is very hard to provide an

exact estimate for it. As such, we only have the ability to provide a close estimate k T k−1

or simply T for Tb using the ICP algorithm. So, our goal now becomes to compute T such

that it minimizes some cost function that might be given by the following weighted sum of
the square of the errors:
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E = ∑~zti Σi~zi

(4.14)
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(4.16)

To minimize the above cost function, our problem formulation becomes similar to a
non-linear least-squared minimization problem. Fortunately, exact solutions for this problem are available through linearization. For greater generality, we choose to linearize this
minimization problem in the variable Tb parametrized by the parameters tx , ty , and φ around

some prior estimate k T k−1 . As shown in [70, 74], after linearization, the final covariance
estimation kCk−1 of the true transformation k Tbk−1 can be given by:
kC

k−1

N

=C =

∑
i=1

JiT Σ−1
i Ji

!†



σx2

ρxy ρxφ


=  ρxy σy2 ρyφ

ρxφ ρyφ σφ2







(4.17)

where Ji is the partial derivatives of zi with respect to the three parameters (tx ,ty , φ ) of Tb:
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2×3

An example of a covariance matrix, visualized pictorially as an overlapping ellipses
in 3D for a computed ICP transformation between two sets of points (data and model), is
shown in Figure 4.10. As it can be seen, the error after applying the ICP transformation to
the data points is larger along the y direction, and thus we should expect that the uncertainty
along this direction to be the largest. This is actually being captured by the covariance
ellipse that is shown to the lower right frame in the figure.

Now, as seen in Figure 4.6, the computed ICP transformation and associated covariance
are used to align the features in the local map with the features in the global map. These
features represent the range lines and the wall images. Typically, after the alignment process and specifically talking about the line features, one would expect that some of the local
range lines will fall perfectly onto some other global range lines, assuming there is a sufficient overlap between the maps ( local and global). But, this will not be case because of
the different sources of uncertainties exist in the system: uncertainties associated with the
ICP transformation that is expressed by the covariance matrix; uncertainties because of the
measurements noise and sensors imperfection; uncertainties associated with the extraction
of the features (e.g. line fitting); etc. Therefore, it is important after the alignment process
to use an additional step to match and check the available features for consistency. This
added step allows for the discovery of the existence of any loop closure in the registered
maps in the path of the robot, and helps in the merging of the features.
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Figure 4.10. An example of a covariance matrix

4.5.1.2

Feature Matching between the Local and Global Maps

Matching of the line features: This matching process occurs between the aligned line
features from the local and global maps. This matching takes place by comparing each line
in the local map with all the lines in the global map. The uncertainties associated with the
line features are used to aid this matching. How we compute the uncertainties associated
with the lines is a question that we didn’t answer yet. As we mentioned earlier, each of
the line features was extracted and fitted from a set of range points using a least-squares
method with RANSAC, but we didn’t mention that each fitted line at the time of fitting, was
associated with an uncertainty set to equal the standard deviation associated with the least
squares fit to the range points. The uncertainties of the line features might be enlarged, as
to allow for more robust and effective matching, depending on the computed covariance
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matrix of the ICP transformation between the local and global maps. Let us now discuss
the matching process in a form of an example. Suppose that we have a local line L1 that
is to be matched with a global line L2 each with a given uncertainty interval U1 and U2 ,
respectively, then the following steps will take place:
• The intersection of the uncertainties U1 and U2 is computed. If the intersection is
NULL, then the matching between the lines L1 and L2 is rejected and no further
processing is required. Otherwise, proceed to the next step.
• The end points of the line L1 are projected onto L2 .
• If the projection of any of the end points of L1 falls onto the line segment of L2
and the slopes of both of the lines are in coherent (within certain threshold), then a
positive matching is declared and the shortest distance Sd between the two lines is
computed and stored along with the indices of the local and global lines in a matching
list. Otherwise, there is no matching.
• If a local line positively matches several global lines, then the selected match will
be the one that has the shortest distance Sd to the local line. In such a case, the
uncertainty of each of the matched local and global lines is set to equal Sd .
• The non-matched local lines and their corresponding wall images, at the end of the
matching process, will be added directly to the global map without further processing.
• The final matching list of the local line features is subject to further processing based
on the matching of their corresponding wall images and the wall images from the
global map. This matching process is discussed next.
Matching of the wall images: For each successfully matched local line feature with the
global map, we have the corresponding wall image. Thus, to add confidence to each of the
matched local lines, and to later help in the merging process, the wall image associated with
every matched local line is matched with the corresponding wall image in the global map.
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With regard to this matching, the matching process uses acquired features extracted using
SURF [40] to estimate a homography [70] between the wall images. The confidence level
is then estimated based on the final number of inliers used in estimating the homography
to the actual number of features extracted from the local wall image. The main challenge
here is dealing with the fact that, in general, the wall images will be of uneven quality, on
account of image-to-image variations in illumination, variations in viewpoint with respect
to the orientation of the wall, etc. Therefore, care must be exercised in the selection of
the features used in the matching process and in computing the homography. From the
features that exist in the overlapping regions of the images, we choose those that are in
close proximity to the robot-centered coordinate frame. Close proximity usually implies
higher resolution and, thus, higher local image quality. Depending on the number of feature
correspondences in the overlapping regions, either a high confidence or low confidence can
be associated with the estimated homography. In low confidence cases during the merging
process, as we will discuss later, we rely on the placement of the wall images corresponding
range lines to do the merging. Whereas in the cases having higher confidence, the estimated
homography is used in merging the local and global wall images.
To allow our map building system to adapt to situations, in which loops are expected to
be encountered during the traversal of the robot, all of the matching results are supplied to
a loop detection module for further processing and evaluation, as seen in Figure 4.6. If a
successful loop detection is asserted, then a loop closing routine is executed as to re-align
the whole map to achieve global consistency. Otherwise, the matching results — the one
associated with high-confidence — are used to further reduce the range line uncertainties,
update the current pose of the robot, and re-relocate the local range lines with respect to
the world frame (global map) to correspond to the update of the robot pose.

4.5.1.3

Loop Closure Detection

In general, loop closure detection involves letting a robot wander in an environment
containing a loop for the purpose of map construction. We want to know that when the robot
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arrives back at a location it has seen previously, does it recognize that location and what is
the positional error associated with that recognition. As we mentioned at the end of Section
2.3, we are using some of the techniques presented in the literature for detecting the loops.
Mainly, we are using the scan matching and appearance-based approaches. We use the
Mahalanobis distance as a measure for determining the similarity between the current and
all previous poses. Some dynamic error bound is used for initially detecting the loops (it
is a function of the length of the traversal and the over all uncertainties associated with the
features). Afterward, we rely on using the ICP-based scan matching algorithm for initially
verifying the presence of the loop(s) in the path of the robot. To account for false positive
detections, a threshold on the minimal number of scans (e.g., 3) is used to circumvent
continuous loop closure within consecutive. Further verification of the existence of the
loop(s) is then done with the help of the matching results based on the visual features.

4.5.1.4

Loop Closing

After asserting a positive loop closure detection, our next task is how to trace and close
the detected loop, as to allow for global map consistency. In the literature, there are two
main streams of the approaches to loop closing; (1) Implicit techniques [75, 76] and (2)
Explicit techniques [54, 77, 78]. In the implicit techniques, the loop closing problem is
casted as to find all the transformations (poses) that minimize a certain cost function. These
techniques are batch processing algorithms that can only be executed in an off-line mode.
Whereas in the explicit techniques, the loop closing problem is casted as to find the error
and distribute it over the map. These techniques can be performed in on-line mode or in
real-time. In our work, we choose to use the explicit techniques. The eaxct implementation
detail on how we are closing the loop is presented as follows: Scan matching (ICP) is
applied to the last scan of a detected loop to transform it to the first scan. The difference
in the pose of the last scan before and after ICP yields a transformation error △P that has
to be distributed between all poses on the loop, preserving the topology of the map. The
last pose should thus move to a position with minimal error with respect to the first pose of
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the loop. In order to use such loop closing formalism, a graph representation of the robot
poses is required.
Let us thus assume that all of the robot poses are represented in a graph form G(V, E);
The set of vertices (V ) represents the robot poses P and the set of edges (E) contains pairs
of vertices that already matched with ICP. The set of edges is labeled with the relative
pose transformations Ti, j and the covariance’s Ci, j that approximate the uncertainty of the
connected poses vi and v j as estimated by ICP. It is important to notice the role played by
the covariance’s in the loop closing process. Each covariance matrix can be viewed as a
spring that can be relaxed to give optimal connection between two vertices. Figure 4.11
shows an example of a pose graph that contains 6 vertices (poses). A loop is detected
between v0 and v5 . Thus, ICP is applied to compute the transformation error △P between
these two vertices. Next, the computed error △P need to be distributed over the map. To do
this, the covariance’s are used to weight how much of the error need to be applied to their
associated edges. We should mention that the error △P has 3 DOF (Degrees of Freedom)
— (x, y, φ ) — and the computed covariance’s are 3 × 3 matrices, where the diagonal in
each of these matrices corresponds to the variances of the (x, y, φ ) parameters. As such, the
number that is shown above each edge in the pose graph, in Figure 4.11, corresponds in
fact to the standard deviation with respect to one of the parameters (x, y, φ ). So, technically,
we should have three numbers on top of each edge, but only a single number is shown for
simplicity. Let us assume that the number shown on top of each edge in the pose graph
corresponds to the standard deviation of the error along the x − direction. Now, how the
weights are computed is actually given by the equations that are shown at the bottom of
Figure 4.11. As shown to the right of Figure 4.11, there is a table that shows the computed
weights given the standard deviations shown on top of the edges. Therefore, overall, the
computed weights for each of the (x, y, φ ) parameters are used to distribute the error along
the corresponding direction.
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Figure 4.11. Pose Graph G(V, E) used for the loop closing process

4.5.2

Merging a Local Map with the Global Map

After aligning and successfully matching the line and wall image features form the local
map with the ones in the global map, there are two more steps involved:
• The merging of the local line features with the global line features.
• The merging of the local wall images with the global wall images.
The above two merging steps are in fact directly related to each other. In the line merging,
each local line will be projected onto its matched global line. The resulted line segment
after projection will constitute the new global line. The uncertainty of the new global line
is updated based on the minimum of the old uncertainty and the shortest distance between
the old global line and matched local line.
On the other hand, the merging of the local and global wall images is based on the
confidence of the estimated homography between the two wall images. As we mentioned
earlier in subsection 4.5.1.2, if the confidence of the homography is high (above certain
threshold), then the homography is used to project and merge the local wall image onto the
global wall image and consequently readjust the location of the new global line. If not, then
the projection information from the line merging step is used to merge the wall images.
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4.6

Mapping Results
In this section we present several results that demonstrate the visual quality of the con-

structed maps and the loop closure results of our mapping framework. We also provide a
comparison between our results and those obtained with a state-of-the-art SLAM technique
called GMapping [26] that we talked about in subsection 2.2.1.3.

4.6.1

Experimental Results on the Visual Quality of the Constructed Maps

It should be obvious that the visual quality of the maps constructed by the map building
framework, presented in this chapter, would depend critically on how the uncertainties in
the different sensor are managed and on the performance of the ICP-based scan matching
framework. One can also expect the visual quality to depend on the various environment
conditions, such as the illumination and contrast variations and the availability of sufficient
salient features required to find the homographies or the transformations to do the merging
process.
To give the reader a sense of the visual quality of the maps at a global level, we present
Figure 4.12a as a 3D map constructed by our robot for the hallways immediately outside
our laboratory at Purdue. To give the reader a sense of the size of the space mapped in
Figure 4.12a, the longer straight hallway in the map is about 16 meters long. Figure 4.12b
presents a sampling of the local maps that went into the reconstruction shown in Figure
4.12a.
A total of 84 local maps were used in the construction of the global map shown in Figure
4.12a. Some of the local maps were constructed at the same position of the mobile robot but
at different orientations, roughly 45◦ apart. And some other local maps were constructed
at different translational distance, roughly 2.5 meters apart. The blueprint of the mapped
area and the actual corrected trajectory and poses of the robot are shown in Figure 4.13.
The red circles represent the translational positions of the robot and the radially outward
lines at each position show the rotational orientations of the robot for recording the local
maps. The average number of the range line features, which is similar to the average
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number of the wall images collected for the local map was 8 and their associated average
processing time were 0.079sec and 0.123sec, respectively. For the global map, the final
number of the 2D range lines or wall images was 56, the total number of the original point
range measurements was 30324, and the total processing time was 20.091sec. Note that
the number of features and the time taken for constructing a local map and the global map
depend, on the one hand, on the visual and layout complexity of the interior space that the
robot is mapping, and, on the other hand, on the size of the space.
The visual quality of the reconstructed structures as illustrated in Figure 4.12 is obviously important for establishing the validity of our mapping architecture. At the same time,
it is equally important to give the reader a sense of the localization accuracy in our system.
The localization accuracy of the robot for the reconstructed map shown in Figure 4.12 is
approximately (−0.12 m, 0.05 m,−0.6◦ ) in terms of the final robot pose (x, y, φ ). This is
computed by comparing the final map with the ground truth obtained from the architectural
blueprint of the mapped area.

4.6.2

Experimental Evaluation of Loop Closure Results and the Overall Localization
Accuracy

We now demonstrate the loop closure results of our map building system. We present
our loop closure results in three different ways: (1) loop closure results for a small loop;
(2) the same for a large loop; and, finally, (3) loop closure results for an even much larger
system of indoor hallways with several loops. For additional experimental support, we
provide a comparison between our results and the results obtained with the GMapping
system [26]. The GMapping system, as we mentioned in Chapter 2, is a state-of-the-arts
open source technique for SLAM. It is based on using the Rao-Blackwellized particle filter
in which each particle carries an individual map of the environment. The source code for
GMapping is available from the OpenSlam website [27].
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(a) Global map

(b) Three local maps that went into the construction of the global map shown in Figure 4.12a

Figure 4.12. An example of a global map constructed by our map building system. Also,
shown is three samples of local maps that went into the construction of the global map
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End

Start

Figure 4.13. Data collection points for the local maps during a run of the experiment in the
indoor space whose blueprint is shown to the top right frame
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Figure 4.14 shows our loop closure results in a relatively small hallway system presented schematically in Figure 4.14a. The total path length around the loop in this case is
about 100 meters and the loop closure error, shown in Figure 4.14b, is approximately (0.91
m, −0.62 m, 1.2◦ ). Figures 4.14c and 4.14d show the results obtained with GMapping for
the same environment, the former with 30 particles and the latter with 60 particles. The
data used in all these map constructions consists of sets of 3 local maps taken 45◦ apart at
each translational position of the robot and with an interval of roughly 2.5 meters between
the successive locations at which the local maps are recorded. Except for the number of
particles used, the GMapping code was run with default settings. The number of particles
used in Figure 4.14d, 60, produced the best result with GMapping. Comparing our results
in Figure 4.14b with the best result produced by GMapping as shown in Figure 4.14d, it
would be fair to claim that our results are somewhat “cleaner” than those obtained with
GMapping. Furthermore, in Figure 4.15, we show our final result after applying the loop
closing constraints. The loop was detected from a sequence of 3 camera images along with
their corresponding range scans. This is shown to the left of the figure. Also, shown in
the figure how ICP was used in computing the loop closure error and in closing the loop.
It is clear how the final result attained an overall global consistency, which indicates the
effectiveness of the employed loop closure constraints.
We will now show comparative results for the case when the size of the space is much
larger than was the case in the previous study. Figure 4.16b shows the 2D line map reconstruction with our framework for the interior space that is presented schematically in
Figure 4.16a. The length of the loop in this case is roughly 210 meters. The loop closure
error with our framework in this case was about (−1.8 m, 0.55 m,−2.5◦ ). Figures 4.16c
and 4.16d show the GMapping results for the same environment with the same data that
was collected for the result shown in Figure 4.16b. It is obvious that our results are superior
to those obtained with GMapping. We noticed that the problem that GMapping runs into is
that the large translational intervals (2.5 m) that we use between successive data collection
points causes GMapping to base its particle filter on a proposal distribution that uses odometry motions. However, such can be expected to be erroneous on account of the differential
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slippage between the wheels. It is possible to get better quality map constructions with
GMapping but at the cost of vastly more data. Figure 4.16e shows higher quality GMapping reconstruction that is based on 9 local maps 45◦ apart, with the translational positions
being only 50 centimeters apart (as opposed to our framework using only 3 local maps at
each translational position that are 2.5 meters apart). Even though the GMapping result in
Figure 4.16e is good, note that it still suffers from a serious defect: the overall orientation
of the reconstructed map is about 45◦ off from its true orientation. Besides using vastly
more data, the result shown in Figure 4.16e also uses a large number of particles — 90 to
be exact. Again, to further compare our loop closure results, in Figure 4.17 we show the
final result after applying the loop closure constraints.
To give the reader an even further insight about the capability of our map building
system, we now show the experimental results for processing of the data recorded from
a long-duration mission performed in the RVL hallways and in the hallways found in the
second floor of three of our university buildings: Purdue’s EE, MSEE, and Physics buildings. The architectural blueprints of these hallways along with the robot trajectory are
depicted in Figure 4.18a. The mobile robot traversed almost the same path twice in two
different directions. The total linear length of the traversed trajectory was 1539m in total.
The sampling interval for recording the local maps was roughly 25cm, while the robot almost stayed looking straight down the hallways and thus not changing its orientation. The
map contained 6209 robot poses. Figure 4.18b shows the final global line map produced
after applying the loop closure constraints. Figure 4.18c shows the final 3D model of the
all of the hallways. Again, for the purpose of comparison, we show the GMapping result
in Figure 4.19. As we mentioned before that it is possible to get better quality map constructions with GMapping, but at the cost of vastly more data. Since the data we have in
this experiment possesses this property, GMapping actually produced a good quality map
as indicated. However, it used a large number of particles — 60 to be exact. In conclusion,
the experimental results we showed here indicate that both our map building system and
GMapping behave well in terms of the overall localization accuracy and consistency of the
produced map.
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4.7

Summary
Our map building architecture works well in environments that consist of planar walls

(or curved walls that can be approximated by consecutive strips of planar walls). One way
to extend our research would be to remove the assumption of planarity that we associate
with the interior structures that need to be mapped. Another important research direction
in the future would be to incorporate in our map building more advanced and sophisticated
procedures for loop detection and loop-closure error elimination.
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Figure 4.14. Loop closure results in a small-sized indoor environment: MSEE-building
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(a) Architecture blueprint along with the robot trajectory

(b) 2D range line map

(c) 3D global map
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Figure 4.18. Loop closure result in a much larger size indoor environment composed of 3 buildings (EE, MSEE, Physics)

Figure 4.19. GMapping result for the environment depicted in Figure 4.18a
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5. PROPOSED FRAMEWORKS FOR PLACE RECOGNITION AND
MOBILE ROBOT LOCALIZATION IN INTERIOR HALLWAYS
In the previous chapters, we talked about the SLAM problem in general and presented
our map building system for constructing the 3D models of the interior hallways. We
demonstrated that our map building system was capable of generating 3D models that were
accurate and visually pleasing at the same time. In this chapter, we will discuss how the
information contained in the constructed models of the interior hallways is used to allow
unique features be learned by the robot. Such learned features form the basis that will
let us present our proposed frameworks for solving the PRSL problem, which we briefly
introduced in Chapter 1. We will present two main frameworks: (1) An approach-path
independent framework based on using a novel feature type — the 3D-JUDOCA — that
has high robustness to viewpoint variations, and a novel cylindrical data structure — the
Feature Cylinder. The Feature Cylinder is used for representing all of the 3D-JUDOCA
features found in a hallway system during the learning phase of the robot, and also for expediting the localization using the 3D-POLY polynomial-time in a hypothesize-and-verify
framework [16]. (2) A signature-based hypothesize-and-verify framework based on a set
of novel locale signatures derived from the 3D-JUDOCA features, and a novel criteria for
selecting the best signatures (and subset thereof) for hypothesis generation and for hypothesis verification. As such, throughout this chapter, we will discuss the details of both of
the aforementioned frameworks, whereas we consider the subject of presenting the performance evaluation and the experimentation results in Chapter 6. As an overall goal, the
proposed frameworks will be used by the robot to facilitate its autonomous navigation,
when revisiting the same environment for which the 3D model was constructed using our
map building system. Now, before we fledge into the details, let us formally introduce the
PRSL problem.
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5.1

Introduction
The problem of place recognition and robot self-localization (PRSL) has attracted much

research attention lately for both outdoor and indoor environments. For example, for outdoors, there now exist several contributions that have demonstrated the use of satellite imagery and photo collections, available from the Internet, for solving the place recognition
problem. These approaches depend on either the Geo-tagging of the images or the GPS
information associated with the images. The matching of a sensed image (also referred to
as a query image) with the images in a collection for the purpose of place recognition is
frequently based on a point-cloud representation of the interest-point descriptors extracted
from the images [12–14].
In contrast with the place recognition work in outdoor environments, place recognition
research in indoor environments has received relatively little attention [5]. The indoor problems are more daunting because we do not have access to Geo-tagged resource of images,
such as the satellite or Internet image databases for the outdoors. Additional difficulties
faced by indoor robots consist of the problems caused by illumination and other environment variations, such as those caused by the additions/removals of wall hangings, space
layout variability, viewpoint changes, moving objects, etc.1 Moreover, as we showed earlier in Figure 1.1, different sections of an indoor hallway system possess a high degree of
perceptual aliasing and many sections devoid of visual features. Therefore, the fundamental
problem that is of interest to us is that of PRSL by a mobile robot in indoor environments.
For a robot to localize itself successfully in an interior space, it needs first to recognize which section of a hallway it is currently traversing, and then it needs to compute its
location in the frame of reference in which the hallways are modeled. Both the place recognition and the eventual self-localization cannot be carried out unless the robot has stored in
its memory a model of the hallways, that is rich in both the geometry of the space involved
and the features likely to be encountered while traversing the hallways.
1 Obviously,

many of these challenges also arise for outdoor mobile robots. However, the computer vision,
the data modeling, and the scene modeling issues for the indoor and the outdoor cases are very different and
here we focus on just the former.
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Several approaches have been proposed in the literature for creating such models. Generally speaking, the proposed modeling approaches depend on the type of the sensors the
robot is equipped with. The sensors themselves run the gamut from beacons to ultrasonic
sensors, from single-camera vision to multi-camera vision, and from laser-based distanceto-a-point measurements to full-scale ladar imaging.
The key idea in the techniques based on beacons, as with WiFi or radar [11], is to first
construct a database of measured signal strengths at the different locations in an indoor environment, and then to carry out PRSL by comparing the recorded signals with the signals
stored in the database. For the approaches that are based on visual images, we see two
different types of approach in the literature: (1) point cloud based; and (2) salient landmark
based. The former typically creates a database of SIFT or SURF interest-point descriptors extracted from the images [2, 12–14] to represent all of the interior space, and then to
carry out PRSL by comparing the point descriptors in a query image (which is the image
recorded at the current location of the robot) with the descriptors stored in the database.
The latter approach, the one based on landmarks, is similar in spirit to the former [79],
in the sense that you still create a database of points and their descriptors, except that the
points are now distinct and meaningful to humans visually.
There are two issues that are basic to the effectiveness of any image-based approach to
PRSL:
• The extent of approach-path invariance; and
• Whether or not the indexing strategy used in the global database of point clouds (or
landmarks) allows for fast retrieval of the correct place in response to a query set of
points (or landmarks).
We claim that the approach-path invariance made possible by SIFT or SURF like interest points, while probably sufficient for a system of narrow hallways, is unlikely to yield
correct results for more complex interior space. The viewpoint invariance associated with
SIFT and SURF like features usually extends to ±30◦ from the direction from which the
image was recorded. Given a narrow system of hallways, as in Figure 5.1a, one may as-
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sume that the robot’s camera will generally subtend a view angle of 45◦ on a wall and,
with that view angle, a ±30◦ invariance of the point descriptors would be sufficient for the
needed approach-path independence (although one could argue that if you needed place
recognition independent of the direction of traversal in a hallway system of the type depicted, you would need a viewpoint invariance that is much larger than ±30◦ for the place
recognition algorithms to work).

FOV

Interest
Point

FOV

Interest
Point

Robot

Robot

(a) An example of a narrow
system of hallways

(b) An example of a wider system of
hallways

Figure 5.1. Examples of a narrow and wider system of hallways

But, now consider a more complex interior space, such as the one shown in Figure 5.1b.
Now, we have much wider hallways and the hallways meet in large halls.
As should be obvious from the geometrical construction — especially if the reader keeps
in the mind the fact that in wide hallways and large halls the robot is less likely to view
the space with more or less the same orientation (as could happen in narrow hallways) on
account of the maneuvering needed for collision avoidance — the viewpoint invariance
made possible by the use of interest points like SIFT and SURF will not be sufficient for
place recognition and robot localization.
With regard to the second important issue, related to the use of image-based strategies
for place recognition and robot localization, the approaches we have seen so far simply
use a bag-of-words approach for creating the database of descriptors associated with the
interest points (or the landmarks). The problem with the bag-of-words approach is that it
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does not ameliorate the exponential combinatorics of matching the interest points, extracted
from a query image, with the candidate descriptors stored in the database.
In this chapter, in our proposed frameworks to PRSL, we address both of these fundamental issues. With regard to approach-path independence, we show that our 3D junction features, based on the JUDOCA junctions [15] extracted from the images, possess
far greater invariance than several other popular interest points, such as SIFT and SURF.
(We refer to these features as 3D-JUDOCA for obvious reasons.) And with regard to the
indexing of the global database for fast matching, we present in our first framework a
new data structure called the Feature Cylinder for representing all of the 3D-JUDOCA
features, found in a hallway system during the learning phase of the robot, whereas in
our second framework, we present a set of novel locale signatures derived from the data
(3D-JUDOCA). For the case when all data is placed on the Feature Cylinder, we use the
polynomial-time 3D-POLY algorithm [16], which is guaranteed to return the correct location of the robot in low-order polynomial time. On the other hand, when the locale
signatures are used, we can achieve constant-time place recognition and robot localization.
The former approach, that uses the Feature Cylinder, works well for hallway systems that
are as large as those found in typical institutional buildings. Whether or not it would scale
up to hallways of arbitrary size and complexity is open to question. On the other hand, the
signature-based framework has greater potential in terms of scalability and robustness, as
we will demonstrate in the experimental results in the next chapter.
In the next section we will talk about our novel 3D-JUDOCA features.

5.2

3D-JUDOCA Features
3D-JUDOCA features are 3D junction features based on a stereo reconstruction of the

2D JUDOCA features extracted from stereo pairs of images. The 3D-JUDOCA are in fact
visual features likely to dominate hallway scenes — right-angles formed by the corners of
doors, windows, bulletin-boards, picture frames, etc. As we will show, in this section, the
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3D-JUDOCA features possess the highest viewpoint invariance (and therefore approachpath invariance) in comparison with other features.

5.2.1

Extracting 3D-JUDOCA from Stereo Images

3D-JUDOCA features are extracted from stereo pairs of images obtained from a calibrated stereo camera mounted on the robot.
The 3D-JUDOCA features are derived from the 2D JUDOCA junctions that are extracted from the individual images of a stereo pair. The algorithm for extracting the 2D
JUDOCA junction features is described in [15] and [80]. Basically, a 2D JUDOCA junction feature is defined by a triangle corresponding to the vertex, where two edge fragments
meet. The JUDOCA algorithm draws a circular mask of radius λ around the vertex, and
then finds the points of intersection of the two edge fragments with the circle. The points
where the edge fragments emanating from the vertex meet the circle are referred to as the
anchors (q1 ,q2 ), as shown in Figure 5.2b. Each of the edge fragments forming the 2D
JUDOCA junction is associated with an inclined angle (θ1 and θ2 respectively in Figure
5.2b) with respect to the horizontal direction. Also, assigned with each of the edge fragments is its strength (s1 and s2 respectively in Figure 5.2b) that is computed as the sum of
the squared distances from the center of the junction to the corresponding anchor, which
is then normalized with the length of this segment from the center of the junction to the
anchor. Regarding the accuracy with which the junction is being computed and extracted (
i.e. in terms of the estimates of the edge fragments from the images and their corresponding
orientations and strengths), this is actually described in details in [15].
To form a 3D-JUDOCA feature from the 2D JUDOCA junctions, epipolar constraints
are first applied to create a candidate list of junctions in the right image for any junction
in the left image. Subsequently, the NCC (normalized cross-correlation) metric is used to
prune this candidate list. This is followed by the use of the RANSAC algorithm to get rid
of the outliers from the candidate list. These processing steps are very much along the lines
of what is described in [70]. After finding the matching 2D junction in the right image
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for any given junction in the left image, stereo triangulation is applied to both the vertices
and the anchors of a corresponding pair of junctions in order to create a truly 3D junction
that we call a 3D-JUDOCA feature. The flow-chart in Figure 5.2a is a depiction of the
procedure for the extraction of 3D-JUDOCA features. Figure 5.2c shows an orthonormal
view of 3D-JUDOCA features derived from several 2D JUDOCA stereo correspondences.
The normalization is done very similar to the method described in [81], with the help of an
orthographic camera using the normal vector to the plane containing all the highlighted 3DJUDOCA features. In Figure 5.2d, we show an example from indoor hallways highlighting
some of the extracted 3D-JUDOCA features.

5.2.2

A Descriptor-based Representation of a 3D-JUDOCA Feature

Being a geometrical entity in 3D, a 3D-JUDOCA feature is viewpoint invariant (to 3D
stereo-based measurements, obviously). This makes any place recognition based on 3DJUDOCA robust to viewpoint changes, as long as the robot follows the basic strategy of
using its stereo cameras to extract such features for matching with the database collection
of similar features.
Each 3D-JUDOCA feature contains the minimum set of points required to compute a
3D transformation, which consists of a rotation matrix R and a translation vector T . What
that implies is that a single 3D-JUDOCA feature correspondence between the data, collected at a given position of the robot, and the database uniquely defines the 3D transformation between the current position of the robot and the position of the robot corresponding
to the matching features in the database. This property plays a critical role in constructing
candidate hypotheses regarding the location of a given query image, as will be seen later,
when presenting the 3D-POLY hypothesize-and-verify matching algorithm in Sec. 5.3.2.
We associate a descriptor with each 3D-JUDOCA feature. This descriptor consists of
the following: (i) the 2D/3D locations of the junction and the associated anchors (q1 , q2 );
(ii) the orientations (θ1 , θ2 ), the strengths (s1 , s2 ) of the edges forming the junction, and the
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Figure 5.2. 3D-JUDOCA features

center of the junction in a local coordinate frame in relation to the junction vertex [15]; (iii)
the width and the height of the minimum bounding rectangle for the junction, as shown
in Figure 5.2b; (iv) the average color of the triangle formed at the junction; (v) pointers
to the neighboring 3D-JUDOCA features; and (vi) the normal vector to the plane confined
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to the 3D-JUDOCA feature triangle. Some of these attributes that go into a descriptor
are highlighted in Figure 5.2b. The size (number of parameters) of the data structure of the
descriptor that is associated with each 3D-JUDOCA feature is currently 45, but this number
is obviously tied to the number of pointers kept to other neighboring 3D-JUDOCA features
(the current used number of pointers is 8). Part of this descriptor is derived from the 2D
junction textures in the original stereo image pair. Thus, for that part of the descriptor
to be viewpoint invariant, the image textures associated with the 2D junctions are first
normalized by an affine transformation. In fact, the 3D information — the normal vector to
the plane in 3D that is formed by the 3D-JUDOCA feature triangle — is used to construct
an orthographic camera, and the normalization is carried out as discussed in [81]. The right
side of Figure 5.2b shows the normalization to the junction textures that are shown in the
middle of the same sub-figure.

5.2.3

Viewpoint Invariance of 3D-JUDOCA

In this subsection, we provide an evaluation of the robustness of 3D-JUDOCA features
against viewpoint changes. We compare 3D-JUDOCA with other well known features for
representing interest points in images, these being BRISK [82], SIFT [39], SURF [40],
2D JUDOCA [15], Harris-Affine, Hessian-Affine, Intensity Based Region (IBR), Edge
Based Region (EBR), and Maximally Stable Extremal Region (MSER). The metric we
used is the repeatability metric, which is a typical evaluation metric used to evaluate the
viewpoint invariance for various detectors in the literature [83]. Our evaluation setup is
similar to the method used in [83] and [81]. Our test data is a sequence of stereo image
pairs of indoor storage cabinets taken with increasing angles between the optical axis and
the cabinets’ normal. Each of the stereo pairs of images has a known homography to the
first stereo image, which was taken with the image plane fronto-parallel to cabinets. Using
this homography, we extract a region of overlap between the first stereo image and each
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other stereo pair. We extract features in this area of overlap and measure the repeatability
using the following equation:
Repeatability = 100 ×

Ni
No

(5.1)

where Ni is the number of inlier correspondences found in the overlapping region, and
No is the number of features in the overlapping region found in the fronto-parallel view.
Figure 5.3 shows this dataset (top row). Only the left images of the stereo pairs are shown.
Also shown are the projection and overlapping regions of the images numbered (2-5) to the
reference image 1.

Figure 5.3. The dataset used for evaluating the 3D-JUDOCA features against viewpoint
changes (10◦ , 20◦ , 40◦ and 60◦ , respectively, for the images 2, 3, 4 and 5 )
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Figure 5.4 shows that the 3D-JUDOCA features generate a significantly larger repeatability over a wide range of angles compared to other feature detectors. This establishes the
robustness of 3D-JUDOCA to viewpoint changes.
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Figure 5.4. Repeatability of different feature detectors measured across viewpoint angle

2 The

viewpoint invariance evaluation setup used in [81, 83] requires single image scenes that contain structured and repetitive patterns. Unfortunately, the standard ‘grafitti’ dataset (outdoor wall images available
at http://lear.inrialpes.fr/people/mikolajczyk/Database/index.html), which is
used in those papers didn’t contain a stereo pair of images required to extract the 3D-JUDOCA features.
Therefore, we created our own dataset that is (1) very similar to the grafitti dataset, but allows us to extract
the 3D-JUDOCA features (i.e. stereo images are available), and (2) suitable for indoor environments. Although, the provided testing dataset may not give the impression that the 3D-JUDOCA features outperform
other detectors in general, at the least we believe it shows that it is superior to other detectors for the situations
that are frequently seen in indoor systems of hallways of the type we presented in our map building results in
Chapter 4.
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5.2.4

Discussion

As demonstrated above, the viewpoint invariance of 3D-JUDOCA features and the robustness with which they can be extracted from stereo pairs of images makes them ideal
for characterizing locales in hallway images. A large majority of visually interesting points
in typical hallways are made up of the edge junctions at the corners of doors, windows,
wall hangings, bulletin boards, display windows, etc. The regular 2D JUDOCA operator
extracts these junctions in a viewpoint invariance manner from the individual images. Subsequently, even greater viewpoint invariance can be achieved when the corresponding 2D
JUDOCA features from the two images of a stereo pair are combined into 3D-JUDOCA
features. Critical to the use of these features is their representation and indexing for the
purpose of place recognition and robot self-localization. As such, we now describe our first
framework for PRSL that is based on the Feature Cylinder data structure, which is used
in our work for the purpose of representing the 3D-JUDOCA features and for expediting
place recognition.

5.3

An Approach-Path Independent Framework for PRSL in Interior Hallways
The approach-path independence in our framework is achieved by using the 3D-JUDOCA

features because, as we described in the previous section, the 3D-JUDOCA features possess
the highest viewpoint-invariant compared to other features. The speed in place-recognition
and robot-localization is achieved by using a novel cylindrical data structure — we refer
to it as the Feature Cylinder — for representing the 3D-JUDOCA features found in a hallway system during the learning phase of the robot. This allows us to use the 3D-POLY
polynomial-time in a hypothesize-and-verify approach to place recognition.

5.3.1

The Feature Cylinder Data Structure

Our representation for the 3D-JUDOCA features consists of a cylindrical data structure
that we call the Feature Cylinder (FC). This is a cylindrical version of the spherical data
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structure used in the 3D-POLY algorithm for model matching of 3D objects [16]. The
Feature Cylinder data structure is used in our work for the purpose of expediting place
recognition and for representing the 3D-JUDOCA features. Fundamental to 3D-POLY is
the representation of 3D objects with Local Feature Sets (LFS). A simple example of an
LFS would be a vertex on a 3D object and the collection of surfaces around the vertex, each
surface being represented by a set of attributes. For a new object is to be recognized, the
LFS extracted from the object are compared to those features stored in the spherical data
structure. On account of the constraints imposed by the surface orientations that go into an
LFS, it can be shown that the matching between a measured LFS and the list of such LFSs
only takes linear time in the number of such feature sets on the sphere. We use the same idea
on the Feature Cylinder. For implementing the same matching logic that is in 3D-POLY, a
cylindrical data structure is obviously more suitable to the 3D-JUDOCA features collected
in an interior space. An important aspect of any given 3D-JUDOCA feature is the height
above the floor at which it is detected. A newly measured 3D-JUDOCA feature must only
match those database 3D-JUDOCA features that were recorded at the same height above
the floor. To ensure this condition, we first associate floor-to-ceiling height with the Feature
Cylinder data structure, and store on the 3D-JUDOCA features at the height at which they
were extracted from the scene. Subsequently, when we interrogate the database for a newly
extracted 3D-JUDOCA feature, we only examine those cells on the cylinder whose height
above the floor equals the height of the extracted feature.
In line with the notion of principal directions for the 3D-POLY algorithm [4], we also
associate with each 3D-JUDOCA feature a principle direction, which is the direction to the
vertex associated with the feature from the center (or an oriented placement) of the Feature
Cylinder at, say, the junction of two hallways. The principal direction of a feature gives
us a fix on its directional orientation with respect to the other features, that are likely to
be seen in the same general portion of the interior space. The directional reference for
this purpose is the orientation of the robot when it first starts to learn about the environment (world coordinate frame). When we interrogate the Feature Cylinder database for a
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newly extracted 3D-JUDOCA feature, we only examine the cells whose principle direction
matches the principle direction of the extracted feature.
Therefore, inspired by the notion of a Feature Sphere in 3D-POLY, a Feature Cylinder
consists of an abstract cylinder that is tessellated both radially and vertically, as shown in
Figure 5.5. The tessellation process depends on the user-defined sampling parameters θ , l
that are associated, respectively, with the cylinder circumference and height sampling rates.
Each cell of the cylinder holds a pointer to a unique directional attribute of a feature. As
mentioned above, we associate a floor-to-ceiling height with the FC. When 3D-JUDOCA
features are mapped directly onto the FC, we associate a principal direction and height
with each feature, and then place a pointer to the feature in the corresponding cell of the
FC.

r : radius of the cylinder (assumed 1)
h: height of the cylinder (floor-to-ceiling
height)

l

r

A single cell or tessel on
the circumference of the
cylinder (4 vertices)

l

l
z

Same edge

Sampling of the height
of the cylinder: l

y

j
i

One face of
the cylinder

Unit radius cylinder

Centered Coordinate Frame
of the FeatureCylinder

y

x
k : number of the cross sections of the
cylinder = h / l.
f : number of faces of the cylinder = 360/

x

Figure 5.5. The construction of the Feature Cylinder and its tessellation (Note: f needs to
be at least 3)

A tessel mapping function (TMF) is defined to control the mapping mentioned above for
the 3D-JUDOCA features. So, for a given 3D-JUDOCA feature represented by its (x, y, z)
coordinates (with respect to the centered coordinate frame of the FC), the TMF maps this
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feature to the nearest tessel on the cylinder using only two parameters (i, j) as follows
(Obviously this mapping should depend on the uncertainty associated with the feature):

i=





⌊φ /θ ⌋

if φ ≥ 0


 ⌊(360◦ + φ )/θ ⌋ i f φ < 0

, j = ⌊z/l⌋

(5.2)

where φ = tan−1 (Φ2 /Φ1 ) denotes the directional angle of the feature that is computed
hx, y, zi
= hΦ1 , Φ2 , Φ3 i.
from its principle direction, which is given by Φ = p
x2 + y2 + z2
The reader should notice that the index i determines which vertical facet on the cylinder
to select from. (A vertical facet consists of all the cells that are at the same angular orientation). Whereas the index j determines which horizontal section on the cylinder to select
from. This process can be envisioned as demonstrated in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6. The mapping process of a given 3D-JUDOCA feature on the Feature Cylinder
using the TMF function
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Figure 5.7 shows an example of the FC in indoor hallways and how the TMF maps one
of the 3D-JUDOCA features to the nearest tessel on the cylinder surface. Note that Figure
5.7 is similar to Figure 5.6, but it is showing more details on the Feature Cylinder. In Figure
5.8, we show a zoomed view of the tessellation of two 3D-JUDOCA features on the Feature
Cylinder, that are assumed to have the same height from the floor. The reader should note
that, in this case, the mapped tassels associated with the two 3D-JUDOCA features share
the same index j, as they are assumed to have the same relative height from the floor;
however, they have different index i because they have different principle directions.

The
Feature
Cylinder

Mapped Tessel

z

y
Feature
x Cylinder
centered
coordinate
frame
3D-JUDOCA Features

Direction of
the robot

Principle Direction
of the feature

Figure 5.7. An example of using the FC to represent the extracted 3D-JUDOCA features
in a system of indoor hallways

Currently, only a single FC is being used to represent the entire model information of
3D-JUDOCA features. Multiple Feature Cylinders can be used, but this is still under research. Critical to the use of single FC is its placement with respect to the world coordinate
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Figure 5.8. A zoomed view of the tessellation of two 3D-JUDOCA features on the Feature
Cylinder

frame. The location of the FC, and thus its underlying centered coordinate frame, affects
how the principle direction of each of the features is computed, and thus affects which facet
of FC each feature is assigned to — a vertical facet as we mentioned before consists of all
the cells that are at the same angular orientation. As such, a misplacement of the location
of the FC may cause a very large number of features to be mapped to the same cell, and
subsequently, will negatively impact the performance of the FC. Therefore, because of the
importance of the location of the FC, we choose to place the FC at the location that is determined based on the mean position of all of the model features, and its orientation is to
be aligned with the orientation of the world coordinate frame. This placement strategy was
experimentally shown to result in an efficient mapping of the features on the surface of the
cylinder. For example, for the dataset whose map is given in Figure 6.3c, we found that,
in the worst case, the maximum number of features per cell was about 100 where the total
number of the features was 21970. The percentage of cells having more than 15, 30, and
50 features was about 15%, 7%, and 3%, respectively, out of 1516 occupied cells on the
cylinder surface, where θ = 5◦ , h=2700 mm and l=100 mm. We should also mention that
other placements of the FC are possible, but this still needs to be investigated.
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Next, we describe our matching algorithm based on the 3D-POLY hypothesize-andverify algorithm using the Feature Cylinder.

5.3.2

3D-POLY Hypothesize-and-Verify Matching Algorithm

Our framework for place recognition and robot self-localization may be viewed as a
classification problem in which there are two main phases: training (learning) and testing (recognition). During the training phase, 3D-JUDOCA features are extracted from the
stereo pairs of images recorded by the robot. We refer to the extracted 3D-JUDOCA features as the model features. In the testing phase, the goal is to find a match for a query
stereo image using an FC-based hypothesize-and-verify approach along the lines of the
3D-POLY algorithm.
A word of explanation about this algorithm: The very first step of the 3D-POLY matching algorithm is to generate a hypothesis regarding the query image location, and thus the
current location of the robot. A hypothesis, in the hypothesis generation (HG) stage of the
algorithm, can be formed from only a single 3D-JUDOCA feature correspondence between
the model and the data (query) junctions. The required 3D-JUDOCA correspondence is
computed exhaustively based on the 3D-JUDOCA descriptors, presented in Subsection
5.2.2. When a hypothesis is generated and a pose transformation is computed, all of the
data features are transformed to the model features on the Feature Cylinder. Subsequently,
on the basis of the height and principle direction attributes associated with the transformed
data features and the model features on the FC, the verification of correspondence matching between the features is performed. This actually constitutes the hypothesis verification
(HV) stage of the 3D-POLY algorithm.
More detailed explanation about the HG and the HV stages of the FC-based 3D-POLY
matching algorithm will be presented, after we tell the reader a summary of some of the
related work in the literature related to the existing matching algorithms for PRSL and how
our work is compared to them.
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Wu et al. [81] have proposed a technique based on viewpoint invariant patches (VIP)
that are extracted from orthogonal projections of 3D textures obtained from dense 3D reconstruction of a scene using Structure from Motion (SfM). A key aspect of their work is
that, using SIFT descriptors, each VIP feature uniquely defines a camera pose hypothesis vis-a-vis the 3D scene. Their matching algorithm is based on a hierarchical matching
method called Hierarchical Efficient Hypothesis Testing (HEHT). HEHT is applied sequentially to prune out the matches based on first the scale, then the rotation, and lastly,
the translation. All possible hypotheses are exhaustively tested to determine the final set
of inlier VIP correspondences. In contrast to this work, our 3D-JUDOCA features do
not require dense 3D reconstruction to extract the features. Our features are instead obtained from sparse 3D reconstructions. Additionally, compared to HEHT, our matching
approach is based on 3D-POLY low-order polynomial time algorithm using the Feature
Cylinder, which should yield faster localization results even when complex environments
are involved.
In [5] and [4], Elias and Elnahas propose a fast localization approach in indoor environments. Their work is based on using 2D JUDOCA features for localizing a user roaming
inside a building wearing a camera-phone. An affine based correlation approach is used as
their image matching algorithm. The problem with this approach is that their correlation
based matching requires an exhaustive search of all the features, which is extremely slow
compared to the matching algorithm that we use. Additionally, we are using 3D junction
features that are more robust to viewpoint changes compared to the 2D junction features
used by the authors.
Another approach proposed by Wu et al. [13] employs a visual word based recognition
scheme for image localization, assuming unknown scales and rotations in satellite imagery.
The visual words, each a SIFT descriptor [84], are indexed for more efficient retrieval in
response to a query image. For expediting the retrieval process, they also use an inverted
index in which the keys are the descriptors and the entries for each key consist of all the
image identifiers that are known to contain that key. The unknown scale and rotation are
handled by comparing the query image with the database at multiple scales and rotations
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through a hypothesize-and-verify approach. Along the same lines is the work reported in
[12]. A potential shortcoming of these approaches is that they do not provide performance
guarantees with regard to the speed with which a match for a query image can be established
if it is present in the database. Comparatively speaking, our matching algorithms come with
low-order polynomial-time guarantees with regard to this performance measure.

5.3.2.1

FC-Based 3D-POLY Matching Algorithm

As we mentioned earlier, the 3D-JUDOCA features are directly used to generate a 3D
transformation hypothesis regarding the current location of the robot with respect to the
global frame used in the training phase. Although a single 3D-JUDOCA feature correspondence between the model and the data features is sufficient to generate this hypothesis,
more robust hypotheses can be generated by matching neighboring groups of data features
with groups of model features. Toward that end, we associated with each 3D-JUDOCA
feature a set of k-nearest neighbors. The training phase creates a bag of all such k + 1
feature groupings. The matching between two groups of k + 1 of features, one from the
query data and the other from the training data, is based on scanning the bag and establishing a similarity between the query grouping and a bag grouping on the basis of the
3D-JUDOCA descriptor values, presented in Subsection 5.2.2. A successful match leads
to the calculation of a 3D transformation hypothesis regarding the current location of the
robot. Subsequently, verification of a given transformation hypothesis is carried out by
applying the transformation in question to all the other feature groupings in the query data
and establishing their presence on the FC in low-order polynomial time according to the
3D-POLY algorithm. Basically, the verification can be thought of as placing all of the test
data on a test FC, applying the hypothesized transformation to the test FC, and checking
for congruences between the test FC and the FC on which all the training data resides. Algorithm 1 summarizes the main steps of the overall matching algorithm explained above.
Regarding the time complexity of the matching process as described above, the overall
complexity is obviously directly related to the effort required for hypothesis generation and
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then for hypothesis verification. The worst-case time complexity for hypothesis generation
is obviously O(n × m), where m is the total number of feature groupings collected during
the training time and n the number of feature groupings extracted from the data at a given
location of the robot during testing time. In the worst case, we may have to compare
every one of the feature groupings from the test data with all of the feature groupings
in the model data. Regarding the complexity of verification, it is given by O(n × q) ≈
O(n) where q is the largest number of features placed in a cell of FC at training time, and
where we have assumed that q ≪ n in general. Combining the hypothesis generation and
verification complexities, we get O(m×n2 ) for the overall time complexity of this approach
to localization.
In the next section, we present our second framework — the signature-based hypothesizeand-verify framework for PRSL — that even carries much lower time complexity compared
to the presented framework in this section.

5.4

A Signature-Based Hypothesize-and-Verify Framework for PRSL
In the previous framework we discussed for PRSL, we represented the model informa-

tion of the 3D-JUDOCA features on the Feature Cylinder. But, we also mentioned that the
location of the Feature Cylinder is so critical as to allow for efficient organization and mapping of the features, otherwise a degradation in the performance of the FC might occur and
thus negatively impact the matching algorithm. As such, we would like to ask the following
question: Is it possible to have a more efficient representation of the features? or, Is there a
way to have a better use of the features other than being represented and used on the FC? In
other words, the previous question can be formally stated as follows: Given a feature-rich
geometric model of a hallway system, there is still an open question of how to best use the
features, when comparing those that are extracted from the sensory information collected
at a given position of the robot to those that populate the model. This is a question that we
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Algorithm 1: A top-level algorithmic view of the 3D-POLY algorithm using the FC
Input: Given a query image pair
Output: Recognition decision of the query image and the robot location
Initialization: (a) Represent all the model features on the FC (b) Extract the data
features from the query image
1 for All the data features OR until the query image is being recognized do
2
Exhaustively search for a match for the selected data feature in the database of
the m model features
3
Rank-order the results (putative matches) up to some threshold
4
for All the putative matches in the ranked order list OR until the query image is
being recognized do
5
Hypothesis Generation
6
Compute a unique location about the query image
7
end
8
Hypothesis Verification
9
Transform all of the n data features on the FC
10
Check for one-to-one correspondence with the model features on the FC
11
Check the percentage of the matches based on a user defined threshold
and make a decision if a successful verification is found
12
end
13
if successful verification then Declare a successful recognition of the query
image
14
Return a refined estimate of the robot location based on all verified of the
feature matches
15
end
16 end

will address using the proposed framework in this section. But, let us first present a quick
summary of the related work that deals with the stated question.
Some of the related work about the best use of features for PRSL can briefly be summarized as follows: The work of [85] presents a global appearance-based approach using
invariant signatures, that are extracted from omnidirectional images through group averaging based on the classical invariance theory. Basically, the authors compute Haar attributes
from the images, and then use a histogram intersection-based similarity measure for place
recognition. In another contribution [86], a histogram-based comparison of the features
extracted from color imagery — simulated imagery for model construction and real color
images for self-localization — is used for solving the problem of PRSL. A recent contri-
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bution [6] uses the notion of signatures to organize the visual features for the purpose of
comparing the sensory information collected at the current position of the robot with the
model. That brings us to the notion of signatures.
We consider a signature to be a summarizer of the features that can be used to characterize a locale in hallways. One can obviously think of multiple ways to construct such
signatures. We are therefore faced with the following question: If it is possible to construct
multiple signatures from the sensory information that a robot is capable of collecting, how
does the robot decide which signatures (or which subset thereof) to use for solving the
PRSL problem?
The goal of our proposed framework is to pose the questions stated above in a hypothesizeand-verify approach to the solution of PRSL. There is a rich tradition of research spanning
over two decades that has established the power of hypothesize-and-verify approaches for
solving sensory-interpretation problems that would otherwise be exponentially complex.
(See, for example, [16, 81].) In the context of hypothesize-and-verify approaches, the
question we posed above translates into: Given a set of signatures that can be extracted
from the features used for model construction, which signatures (or which subset of signatures) should be used for hypothesis generation and which signatures (or which subset
of signatures) should be used for hypothesis verification. Or more formally, given a set
of signatures that can be used to characterize the scenes that an indoor robot is likely to
counter, and assuming that we want the robot to use a hypothesize-and-verify approach to
self-localization, is it possible to create a framework that allows a robot to choose the best
signature for hypothesis generation and the best signature for hypothesis verification? Even
more generally, is it possible for the robot to figure out the best subset of the signatures to
use for hypothesis generation and the best subset for hypothesis verification?
As it turns out, a recent report [6] was a preliminary step in the direction of formulating
a hypothesize-and-verify approach to solving the PRSL problem. However, that approach
was preliminary in the sense that it arbitrarily chose one signature for hypothesis formation and another for hypothesis verification. Such arbitrary choices can be reversed if not
entirely nullified using the signature assessment framework we present in this section.
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Therefore, our proposed signature-based hypothesize-and-verify framework is an attempt to answer these questions. We present desirable properties for hypothesis generation
signatures as well as for hypothesis verification signatures, and criteria for how a robot
may choose the best signatures with respect to these properties. Subsequently, we present
an experimental investigation involving a set of signatures based on 3D-JUDOCA features.
Let us now describe what do we mean by an indoor locale and how multiple signatures
can be constructed from the 3D-JUDOCA features found in the locale.

5.4.1

The Notion of an Indoor Locale and its Associated Signatures

A locale in a system of an indoor hallways is defined as an indoor region rich in visual features (3D-JUDOCA) visible to the robot. Typically, in order to decide whether
to characterize a point in a hallway as an identifiable locale, the robot situates itself in
the middle of the hallway as it orients itself straight down the hallway. The robot subsequently analyzes the stereo images from that vantage point for its visual content, in terms of
the 3D-JUDOCA features extracted and their height distribution. Based on a user-defined
threshold on the number of features found, a locale is identified. Figure 5.10a shows an
example of an identified locale in a hallway.

Figure 5.9. An example of a locale in a hallway. The left image shows the 3D-JUDOCA
points in a 3D reconstruction of the locale. One of the images used for the reconstruction
is shown on the right
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The robot associates with each locale its spatial location with respect to the world coordinate frame, which corresponds to the position and the orientation of the robot at the
beginning of the training phase. Recall that, in the training stage, the robot’s locations are
estimated using our map building system that we presented in Chapter 4.
Since each locale is rich in the 3D-JUDOCA features visible to the robot, we use the
notion of a signature as a summarization of the locally collected 3D-JUDOCA features for
the purpose of efficiently recognizing a locale.
We will consider the following seven signatures derived from 3D-JUDOCA features:
(i) Vertical Signature (VS); (ii) Horizontal Signature (HS); (iii) Radial Signature (RS); (iv)
VS||HS; (v) VS||RS; (vi) HS||RS; and (vii) VS||HS||RS, where || stands for concatenation.
VS is a height-based histogram of the absolute differences in the 3D-JUDOCA feature
counts collected from the left side and from the right side up to a certain threshold distance
beyond the current position of the robot. HS is similar in spirit to VS, except that it is now
constructed from a width-based histogram. RS is a radial histogram of the 3D-JUDOCA
features at the current location of the robot. It is important to mention that the robot tries to
center itself the best it can between the hallway walls, and orients itself so that it is looking
straight down a hallway before constructing these signatures. Also, at training time as mentioned above, the robot associates with each locale and thus with each constructed signature
its spatial location with respect to the world frame, which corresponds to the location and
the orientation of the robot at the beginning of the training phase. The construction of VS,
HS, and RS is illustrated in Figures 5.10b, 5.10c and 5.10d for the locale depicted in Figure
5.10a.

5.4.2

Selection of Locale Signatures and their Role in Hypothesize-and-Verify Based
Solutions

Given a feature-rich geometric model of a hallway system in a large institutional building, the PRSL problem boils down to matching the features extracted from the sensory data
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Figure 5.10. Illustration of how the HS, VS, and RS are computed

at the current location of the robot with all such features populating the model. Strictly
speaking, this is an exponentially complex problem — even with constraints on where the
robot may expect itself to be located at the current moment. It is well known that one
way to mitigate this complexity is through the use of hypothesize-and-verify approaches.
The contribution in [16] is one of the earliest successful examples of this approach in the
matching of sensory data to a model.
In any hypothesize-and-verify approach, the two steps of hypothesis generation (HG)
and hypothesis verification (HV) present very different needs with respect to the organization of the features in the model and with regard to the matching process. In general,
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HG may involve comparing the features extracted at the current position of the robot with
all of the features in the model database. HG must obviously work quickly. In addition
to its time performance, HG must also ensure that the number of candidate images or locales returned is sufficiently small and, with a high probability, includes the true locale.
On the other hand, the HV step must be robust, so that it rejects with a high probability all
non-applicable hypotheses in the candidate set returned by HG.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, we refer to a summarization of the locally
collected features for the purpose of efficiently recognizing a locale as a signature. So a key
problem in a hypothesize-and-verify approach to PRSL is the discovery of best signatures
for HG and HV. By saying “best” we mean with regard to the following four criteria: (1)
The time it takes to match a “query” signature with a signature stored in the database; (2)
The degree of invariance to viewpoint changes; (3) Locale uniqueness, which is the extent
to which other locales appear similar to any specific locale with regard to a signature; and
(4) Related to the previous criterion is the additional criterion: the frequency with which a
signature returns the true locale at rank 1 vis-a-vis all other locales “Rank-1 Precision”.
Table 5.1 shows how HG and HV signatures should stack up vis-a-vis these four properties.
The parameter N in the time-complexity function O(N) is a rough estimate of the number
of visually distinct locales in a hallway system. The parameter p is the number of features
that go into an HV signature. The notation ‘pn f or n ≈ 1’ is meant to convey the idea that
we want the time complexity of hypothesis verification to be a low-order polynomial for
some n. The entries in the second row express the fact that HG signatures must possess
high viewpoint invariance, while HV signatures can get away with possessing lower such
invariance. The characterizations “Moderate” and “High” in the last two rows are meant to
merely convey the relative sense in which those two criteria apply to HG and HV signatures.

We believe that the rationale underlying the entries in Table 5.1 is obvious. To summarize quickly, since an HG signature at the current location of the robot must be compared
with all such signatures in the model, ideally we would like the time complexity of such
comparisons to be sub-linear time. Assuming that a chosen HG signature is working well,
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Table 5.1 Desirable characteristics for HG and HV signatures
Criteria
Matching time
Viewpoint invariance
Locale Uniqueness
Rank-1 Precision

Hypothesis Generation
< O(N)
> ±θ
Moderate
Moderate

Hypothesis Verification
< O(pn ) f or n ≈ 1
< ±θ
High
High

we can expect it to return a small number of candidate locales with the correct locale hopefully included in it. The HV signature, at the current locale, must now be compared with the
same signatures in the candidate locale set. This calculation is likely to be more complex
and its time effort will depend, in general, on the number of features used in the signatures.
The other entries shown in the table should be obvious for similar reasons.
Whereas Table 5.1 gives us the criteria for assessing the quality of HG and HV signatures, it leaves open the question of how to use the criteria in a quantitative framework. We
believe that the question regarding how to use these criteria can only be answered in an empirical setting, while using the signatures derived from the 3D-JUDOCA features extracted
from the hallway images. Therefore, given the set of 7 signatures as constructed in Section
5.4.1 from the 3D-JUDOCA features, we will answer the question: How exactly should the
criteria of Table 5.1 be used in order to find the best signatures for HG and HV?
We use a simpleminded approach that works as follows: We rank each signature with
respect to a weighted sum of the criteria listed in Table 5.1, with the weighting being
different for HG and HV, in order to express the different importance of the listed criteria
to hypothesis generation and to hypothesis verification. Since a weighted sum of the criteria
would constrain the final choice of the signatures to be linearly dependent on the criteria,
a more general approach would be to construct an ordering criterion as a weighted sum of
functions of the Table 5.1 criteria. This can obviously be done off-line during the training
phase of the robot. After the signatures are ordered in this manner, we can pick the top
ranked signatures for HG and for HV. And, if our goal is to select the best subsets of
signatures to use, we can rely on the fact that the number of signatures can be expected to
be small. Therefore, one can construct the same sort of an ordered list for every element of
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the power set of the set of signatures. Subsequently, one can select the top-ranked subsets
for HG and HV.
Using the dataset described in Section 6.2, we evaluated the performance of the seven
signatures with respect to the criteria mentioned in Table 5.1. For the first, the third, and
the fourth criteria in Table 5.1, we used 20% of the dataset, selected randomly, for testing,
and the remaining 80% for training. For the second criterion — the viewpoint invariance
criterion — we used the entire dataset for training. When a test signature is compared with
each of the training signatures, we used the Earth Movers Distance (EMD) metric [87].
(See Figure 6.13 for a comparison of different distance metrics.)
Figure 5.11 and Table 5.2 show the performance evaluation results for all of the seven
signatures. Figure 5.11a shows the performance with regard to the average matching time
(first criterion in Table 5.1). Figure 5.11b shows the Rank-1 precision rate (fourth criterion
in Table 5.1). Figure 5.11c shows a similar comparison with respect to the viewpoint invariance (second entry in Table 5.1). Lastly, Table 5.2 shows the Locale Uniqueness rate
(third criterion in Table 5.1).

Table 5.2 The performance evaluation of the 7 signatures using the Locale Uniqueness
criteria
Signature Type
Actual Signature
Binary Version

VS
99.983
77.441

HS
99.102
86.425

RS
100
99.817

VSkHS
100
99.617

VSkRS
100
100

HSkRS
100
99.967

VSkHSkRS
100
100

In Table 5.3, we show a rank ordering of the seven signatures for HG and HV. The
weighting given to the Table 5.1 criteria for HG was (0.3, 0.4, 0.15 and 0.15) and for HV
was (0.15, 0.4, 0.15 and 0.3). For the first, the third, and fourth criteria listed in Table
5.1, we used the criteria values directly. For the second criterion, that deals with viewpoint
invariance to express the more nonlinear relationship between HV signatures and how they
depend on viewpoint invariance, we first translated viewpoint invariance into what may be
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Figure 5.11. The performance evaluation of the signatures using the criteria listed in Table
5.1

referred to as “viewpoint dependence” by (100% - viewpoint invariance rate). It is this
value that is shown in the weights for HV. Based on this table, we choose the VS||HS
signature for HG and the RS signature for HV.
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Table 5.3 The weighted sum of the performance results of the 7 signatures
Matching stage
HG
HV

5.4.3

VS
72.2638
57.8547

The weighted sum percentage for each signature type
HS
RS
VSkHS VSkRS HSkRS VSkHSkRS
63.9275 59.7382 72.3107 59.0074 55.5803
52.4081
54.0521 72.3357 57.4494 64.6030 67.2921
58.0977

Signature-Based Hypothesize-and-Verify Matching Algorithm

After we made the selection of the best signatures for the HG and for the HV, we now
present the actual matching algorithm based on the selected signatures for solving the PRSL
problem.
In the HG stage, the VS||HS signature extracted from the query image collected from
the current position of the robot during test time is compared with all of the VS||HS signatures collected during training time. The test VS||HS is compared with each of the training
VS||HS signatures using the Earth Movers Distance (EMD) metric [87]. The matching
results are then rank-ordered in the order of how strongly they match each other. Up to
some threshold (cut-off rank), the top ranked matching results is a locale hypothesis that is
subsequently subject to verification. This verification, during the HV stage, is performed
by comparing the RS signature extracted from the query image with the bag of RSs associated with the top ranked results using the EMD metric. We finally rank-order the matching
results. The rank-1 result is considered to be the correct match to the query locale up to a
certain user-defined threshold. The location associated with this rank-1 result corresponds
to the location of the query image and thus that of the robot.
The complexity associated with our matching framework is a function of the top-ranked
results in the HG stage that are subject to verification. If nl is the number of training locales,
the complexity of the HG stage is O(nl ), since each locale is characterized by a single
VS||HS signature. And the verification complexity is O(nh ), where nh is the number of
locales in the top-ranked results based on a user-defined threshold. Currently, we constrain
nh to be equal to 5% × nl . This choice was validated experimentally, as shown in Figure
6.12. Combining the hypothesis generation and verification complexities, we get O(nl +
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nh ) = O(nl ) for the overall time complexity of this approach to PRSL. Obviously this
complexity depends on the underlying employed distance metric and its implementation
(EMD [87] in our case).

5.5

Summary
In this chapter we presented in details two main frameworks for PRSL; The approach-

path independent framework, and the signature-based hypothesize-and-verify framework.
The proposed frameworks demonstrate an attempt to provide fast and effective solutions to
the PRSL problem. In the next chapter, we present extensive performance evaluation and
experimental results for the proposed frameworks.
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6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
This chapter presents experimental support for our matching algorithms for PRSL by a
mobile robot in indoor hallways. Our performance evaluation consists of two main phases:
training (learning) and testing (recognition). During the training phase, a system of indoor
hallways is learned by running our map building system. The learned data consist of a 3D
map of the interior hallways with all the poses of the robot locations registered in the constructed map, a set of 3D-JUDOCA features extracted from stereo pairs of images recorded
by the robot, and lastly, only for identified locales, derived VS||HS and RS signatures from
the 3D-JUDOCA features.
After the training phase is over, the matching algorithms, we have presented in the
previous chapter, work in real time as the robot asked to localize itself when taken to a
random place in the same environment. To account for the occlusion or the environmental
changes that may occur in the interior space, our robot is programmed to wander around a
bit until it can successfully identify and recognize the nearest scene or locale and thus selflocalize itself. Perception planning is obviously an important aspect on this methodology,
but we are currently using a simple planning approach. As a future work, we are planning
to use and integrate a more sophisticated perception planning system in our work such as
the one proposed by Kosaka [88]. Since it would be difficult to include such real time place
recognition and robot self-localization demonstrations in a dissertation, we will base the
experimental results in this chapter on different databases of recorded data (stereo images
recorded by our robot). The big picture of the performance evaluation setup is pictorially
depicted in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1. Performance evaluation - big picture

6.1

Experiments on the 3D-POLY Hypothesize-and-Verify Matching Algorithm Using the Feature Cylinder
First, we will base the experimental results in this section on a database of 1017 pairs

of stereo images, recorded by our robot with a sampling interval of 2.5 m in the hallways
of Purdue’s MSEE building. Some of these database images are shown in Figure 6.2. The
2.5 m sampling interval being selected was not the best for sure. Obviously, the smaller
the sampling interval the better the place recognition and self localization results are, but
we have chosen this sampling interval to initially test our framework and see how the
performance of our framework get effected by this decision. Each image in the database has
a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. The average number of 3D-JUDOCA features detected
per stereo image pair was around 97. To help the reader visualize the nature of the interior
space used for experimental validation, Figure 6.3c shows the 3D map of the interior space,
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that was constructed using our map building system presented in Chapter 4. In Figure 6.4,
we show the registered poses of the robot locations (and the locations of the recorded stereo
images thereof), whereas in Figure 6.5, the learned 3D-JUDOCA features are shown.
For the hypothesize-and-verify experiments reported here, the tessellation parameters
for the FC were: θ = 1◦ , l = 100 mm, h = 2700 mm. The Feature Cylinder was placed at
the mean position of the learned 3D-JUDOCA features, as highlighted in Figure 6.5. The
training time took roughly 568 seconds on a 2.67 GHz PC class machine. The experimental
evaluation consisted of recording additional 100 pairs of stereo images at known positions
and orientations of the robot, as shown in Figure 6.6, and then testing whether the robot
could figure out those positions and orientations using the matching algorithm, presented
in Section 5.3. These 100 test stereo images were recorded at different times of the day (in
order to allow for different ambient illumination), and at locations of what appeared to be
of different visual complexity.1
Figure 6.3a shows an example of one of the 100 test images (only the left image of the
stereo pair is shown) used as a query image. Figure 6.3b shows the position and the orientation of the robot, as calculated by the proposed 3D-POLY based matching framework
— the position and the orientation of the robot is illustrated by a 3D reconstruction of the
scene. The recognition processing time for the selected query image was 1.35 sec, and
the computed localization error was around 8 cm from the actual position of the robot and
about 1 degree from the actual heading. We compared our matching approach to a leastsquares method with RANSAC using four different feature types 3D-SIFT, 3D-SURF, 3DBRISK, 3D-JUDOCA. Basically, the descriptors associated with these 3D-features were
constructed from their popular 2D feature descriptors except for 3D-JUDOCA, where the
descriptors were computed as described in Subsection 5.2.2. Table 6.1 shows the average
localization error and the average recognition time for all of the 100 test images, using our
1 We

should mention that we actually recorded more than 100 pairs of stereo images for testing, but only
selected the pairs that were successfully recognized by all of the baseline algorithms that we used in our
performance evaluation i.e. recognition rate was 100%. The main reason for this is to have a fair comparison
between all of the algorithms on the same testing images. As such, the number of those selected pairs
happened to be 100. Therefore, no false positives or false negatives were reported for the place recognition
results of this testing dataset.
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FC-based 3D-POLY matching algorithm and the aforementioned least-squares methods.
As shown in Table 6.1, our FC-based 3D-POLY matching algorithm was the fastest algorithm in terms of the average recognition time, in addition to it having good localization
accuracy.
Now, we will base the experimental results on a large indoor database of 6209 pairs
of stereo images, recorded by our robot with a sampling interval of 25 cm in the hallways
found in the second floor of three of our university buildings: Purdue’s EE, MSEE, and
Physics (see Figure 6.7 that shows 16 sample images from the database). This is the same
database that we used to construct the 3D map, shown in Figure 4.18c. The total length
of the robot trajectory back and forth in the chosen hallways was 1539 m. Figure 6.8
visualizes the nature of the mapped and learned interior space. In Figure 6.9, we show the
learned 3D-JUDOCA features, and the selected location of the Feature Cylinder based on
the mean position of the learned 3D-JUDCOA features.
For the experimental validation, we randomly selected 20% of the dataset for testing
(1241 locales) and the remaining 80% for training (4968 locales). Table 6.2 shows the
recognition rate for up to 1 m localization error from the ground truth and the average
recognition time, using our FC-based 3D-POLY matching algorithm and the least-squares
methods we mentioned above. We draw the attention of the reader that the reported results
are being averaged over 50 random runs.
We want now to demonstrate an example of the degree of viewpoint invariance of
our matching approach to robot self-localization. Figure 6.10 demonstrates two experiments for two different scenes specifically selected to measure the extent to which the
3D-JUDOCA features and our matching approach are robust against viewpoint changes.
In each experiment, we used two image sequences of each scene with different viewpoints.
The viewpoint change was 45◦ in the first experiment and 90◦ in the second one. As seen in
Figure 6.10, our approach using 3D-JUDOCA features was able to successfully recognize
and match these views. Additional offsets were added to the scenes in order to have clear
visualization of the matches. We compared such matching that achieved, when replaced
the 3D-JUDOCA feature by the 3D-SIFT features. 3D-SIFT descriptors were constructed
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from the more popular 2D SIFT feature descriptors in a manner similar to how we constructed 3D-JUDOCA features from 2D-JUDOCA features. A least-squares method with
RANSAC was used to evaluate the 3D transformation between the point matches obtained
with 3D-SIFT. In general, the matches achieved with 3D-SIFT had fewer inliers compared
to 3D-JUDOCA features. For the two cases, shown in Figure 6.10, the results obtained
with 3D-SIFT and with 3D-JUDOCA were comparable for the case on the top. However,
3D-SIFT failed for the case at the bottom because of the large change in the viewpoint.
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Figure 6.2. Some example images in our dataset whose map is given in Figure 6.3c

Table 6.1 The average localization error and average recognition time for the 100 test images

3D-JUDOCA with the Feature Cylinder
3D-JUDOCA with RANSAC
3D-SIFT with RANSAC
3D-SURF with RANSAC
3D-BRISK with RANSAC

Average Localization Error
Position (cm) Heading (deg)
10.21053
1.0036
12.04962
1.0952
11.39982
1.0671
13.31586
1.1877
13.61587
1.1673

Average Recognition Time (sec)
0.9356
1.6522
1.5751
1.06031
1.3858
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.3. The lower frame shows a 3D map of the indoor environment that is used in
the evaluation of the 3D-POLY algorithm for robot self-localization. The upper two frames
illustrate on the left a sample test image (only one image of the stereo pair is shown) and,
on the right, the localization achieved for the test image.
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Figure 6.4. Learned hallways of Purdue’s MSEE building - second floor: the 1017 registered poses of the robot locations in the constructed map

Figure 6.5. The learned 3D-JUDOCA features highlighting the selected location of the
Feature Cylinder based on the mean position of all the features
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Figure 6.6. The ground truth of the 100 test images

Figure 6.7. 16 Sample images from the dataset whose map is given in Figure 6.8
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Figure 6.8. The top frame shows a 2D range line map of the indoor environment that was
constructed from the 6209 laser scans. The 6209 stereo pairs of images in this indoor
environment are used in the evaluation of the proposed frameworks for PRSL. The lower
frame shows our PowerBot robot used in acquiring all of the data and for testing. Also
shown two samples of 3D map reconstructions of some sections of the hallways

Figure 6.9. Learned 3D-JUDOCA features and the selected location of the FC
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(a) Scene1: 45◦ viewpoint change

(b) Scene1: 90◦ viewpoint change

Figure 6.10. Two experiments for recognizing the same scenes under different viewpoint
changes showing that our approach is robust against viewpoint changes
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6.2

Experiments on the Signature-Based Hypothesis-and-Verify Matching Algorithm
Based on the selection of the best signatures for HG and HV, that we discussed in

Subsection 5.4.2 (VS||HS for the HG and RS for the HV), in this section we present experimental support for the signature-based hypothesize-and-verify matching algorithm.
It should be noted that the localization and place recognition with the VS||HS and RS
locale signatures, in a hypothesis generation and verification (HGV) matching approach,
requires a slightly different procedure at the training phase of the robot compared to the
first framework — it requires that the interior space be sampled at a higher rate than was
the case for the previous evaluation at the beginning of Section 6.1 (the 1017 stereo images
dataset). The reason for that is the fact that a signature match can only yield a position
and orientation corresponding to one of the training signatures. Therefore, if the training
images are recorded at too coarse a sampling interval, the robot may fail to match a testtime signature with any of the training signatures.2 Therefore, our results with the locale
signature are based on the dataset of 6209 stereo images recorded with a sampling interval
of 25 cm, that was used in the evaluation of the FC-Based 3D-POLY matching algorithm
in the previous section.
The VS||HS signatures and RSs are computed for all of the 6209 locales based on the
learned 3D-JUDOCA features. The average computation time for constructing the VS||HS
and RS signatures per locale was around 0.45 sec. This is using a 2.67 GHz PC class
machine, where the computation of the signatures is done using Matlab. The length of each
VS||HS signature was 55 bits — 27 bits for the height-based histogram (VS) spanning 2.7
m, which represents ceiling to floor height, 27 bits for the width-based histogram (HS)
spanning 5.4 m of the walls visible to the robot in the stereo image and 1 bit to keep track
of the locale ID. For the RS, 64 bits were used — 60 bits that span the field-of-view of the
stereo camera in 1◦ sampling interval, 1 bit to keep track of the locale ID, and 3 bits to store
the position(x, y) and the heading (φ ) of the robot specific to the locale.
2 This

also implies that the localization error with the signature-based approach is lower-bounded by the
sampling interval used at the training time for signature collection.
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The training and testing of the signature-based framework are very similar to what we
did in the evaluation presented in the previous section for using the same dataset — we
randomly selected 20% of the dataset for testing (1241 locales) and the remaining 80%
for training (4968 locales). The reported results are based on the above training/testing
percentages, selected randomly and being averaged over 50 random runs. Three evaluation metrics were used for reporting the results; the localization error of the robot, the
recognition rate and the average recognition time. Specifically, for the localization error
we categorize the position error into 20 categories, each correspond to an increment of 1
meter distance up to 20 meters and for each category we compute the recognition rate.
Since the performance of the selected VS||HS signatures and RSs is obviously predicated on the choice of the features that helped in their construction, Figure 6.11 shows the
performance of our proposed framework, based on using the EMD distance metric, when
four different stereo triangulated feature types are used for constructing the signatures —
3D-JUDOCA, SIFT, BRISK, and SURF. As it is clear, when the 3D-JUDOCA features
were used, about 84% recognition rate was obtained compared to the other features for up
to 1 meter localization error distance, which is the highest rate achieved among all other
features. The computed average recognition time per test locale was around 1.5 sec for the
different feature types.

In Figure 6.12, we provide experimental support of why nh is set to 5% of nl , as we
mentioned in Subsection 5.4.3. The figure shows that as the percentage selected from
nl during the HV stage increase, then the recognition rate also increase but up to a certain
limit. It can be noticed that for the percentages 5%, 10% and 15% the recognition rate is almost remain unchanged. Therefore, we decided, as a compromise between the recognition
rate and the matching time (that is a function of the cutoff rank), to use the 5% as a cutoff
rank. Figure 6.13 demonstrates the performance of our signature-based framework using
3 different distance metrics; EMD, Battacharyya and Hamming. EMD provides the best
performance, but with the slowest average recognition time (1.5 sec) due to the complexity
associated with the algorithm. Whereas, Hamming provides the slowest performance, but
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Figure 6.11. The performance of the signature-based framework using different feature
types in the matching algorithm. The VS||HS signatures are used in the HG and the RSs in
the HV

with extremely fast average recognition time (0.02 sec), because only XOR string comparison is needed to compute the distance. Lastly, for the case of Battacharyya distance, the
average recognition time was 0.45 sec.
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Figure 6.13. The performance of the
signature-based framework using different distance metrics; EMD, Battacharyya
and Hamming

Now, we want to demonstrate a comparison between the proposed signature-based approach against a least-squares method with RANSAC. We again experimented with four
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different feature types — 3D-SIFT, 3D-SURF, 3D-BRISK and 3D-JUDOCA. We only
recorded the recognition rate for up to 1 meter positional error and 5◦ heading error bounds.
We used the same experimental setup as mentioned before i.e. 20% of the dataset randomly
selected for testing and the remaining 80% for training. The results are summarized in Table 6.2. As shown in the table, both 3D-JUDOCA and 3D-SURF provide the best results
with recognition rates of 96.393% and 97.07%, respectively. It should be noted that the
average recognition time (not including the time for computing the descriptors) per query
image was actually a function of the number and size of the descriptors, that represent the
model data (training) and to be matched against the query descriptors. Also, as it is clear
from the table that the performance of the FC-based 3D-POLY and the RANSAC-based
methods was better than the signature-based approach (without RANSAC); however, that
is to be expected as we are now dealing with a data association problem based on feature
matching and not purely on locale matching. Add to that the big difference in the timing and
space complexities between the signature-based approach and the rest of the approaches.
For example, specifically talking about the least-squares methods with RANSAC, additional care and techniques may need to be incorporated (e.g. vocabulary tree and inverting
file [13, 89]) to organize and index the database of large numbers of descriptors.
Finally, in order to have a fair comparison with the least-squares methods presented
above, we now demonstrate that the recognition rate, achieved through our signature-based
framework — 84% recognition rate for up to 1 m localization error (Figure 6.11), can
be further improved if it can be integrated with RANSAC-based matching method. This
can be done by running the least-squares method on top of our matching framework on
only a small number of training data (nm ) selected based on a user-defined threshold. This
training data is to be selected from the top ranked-order list of the candidate locales after
the verification stage of our matching algorithm is done. After extensive experimentation
with this approach, we found that if nm = 40 = 0.8% × nl , then the recognition rate can
be improved up to 91% with a total average recognition time of 2.31sec. This result is
demonstrated in Figure 6.14 and is achieved by using the EMD distance metric and by
using the 3D-SURF as a base feature for RANSAC. We made several other experiments
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as shown in Figure 6.14 to see if the recognition rate can still be improved if nm is to be
increased. We found that if nm = 150 = 3% × nl , then the recognition rate can be improved
up to 95.727% with a recognition time of 2.5772 sec. A more interesting finding we have
found is that, if we use the Hamming distance metric in our matching algorithm instead of
EMD as shown in Figure 6.15, set nm = 3% × nl , and at the same time use the least-squares
method with RANSAC, the recognition rate can be improved from 74% (Figure 6.13) up
to 93.79% with a recognition time of 0.8994 sec. This recognition time is extremely fast
compared to the 2.5772 sec — when using EMD as mentioned above — and to the leastsquares approaches listed in Table 6.2 with a comparable but competitive recognition rate.
Therefore, from the results above, it seems that the signature-based HGV framework is
very promising and has greater potential in terms of the scalability and robustness. Finally,
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 graphically summarize Table 6.2. In these figures, our signaturebased framework with RANSAC using the Hamming distance metric ranks the best in
terms of the matching time, but sixth in terms of the recognition rate.

Table 6.2 The recognition rate and average recognition time for the randomly selected test images

Signature-Based HGV (EMD)
Signature-Based HGV (EMD) with RANSAC
Signature-Based HGV (Hamming) with RANSAC
3D-JUDOCA with the Feature Cylinder
3D-JUDOCA with RANSAC
3D-SIFT with RANSAC
3D-SURF with RANSAC
3D-BRISK with RANSAC

Recognition rate for up
to 1 meter localization
error
84 %
95.727 %
93.79%
95.375%
96.393%
91.8449
97.07%
94.93%

Average recognition
time (sec)

The used signature in
HG

The used signature in
HV

1.5
2.5772
0.8994
4.7329
10.1527
30.37
10.2457
8.5261

VS||HS
VS||HS
VS||HS
-

RS
RS
RS
-
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Figure 6.14. The performance of the signature-based framework with RANSAC using the EMD distance metric as a
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, we have examined the problems of SLAM and place recognition and
self-localization by a mobile robot in the interior hallways. For the problem of SLAM, we
presented a 3D map building system using an ICP-based scan matching framework. We
demonstrated that our map building system works well in the indoor environments, which
consist of planar walls that typically found in institutional buildings. For the problem of
PRSL, we presented two fast and effective hypothesize-and-verify frameworks. In our
first framework — the approach-path independent framework — the novel 3D-JUDOCA
features we used gave us the large viewpoint invariance we needed, and the Feature Cylinder data structure allowed us to achieve very fast verification of the hypotheses regarding the position/orientation of the robot. In our second framework — the signature-based
hypothesize-and-verify framework — we presented a novel locale signatures and a novel
criteria for the selection of the signatures for the HG and for the HV, that allowed us to
achieve an even much faster performance compared to the FC-based 3D-POLY framework
and to the RANSAC-based least-squares methods. Furthermore, we created a large indoor
dataset that was made publicly available for the evaluation of the indoor place recognition
and self-localization algorithms.
Overall, our performance evaluation demonstrated that the proposed matching approaches
work well even under large viewpoint changes and gave the robot fast and effective selflocalization performance.
All of the work presented in this dissertation is based on the premise that a robot wants
to carry out place recognition and self-localization with zero prior history. This is a worst
case scenario. In practice, after a robot has recognized a place and localized itself, any
subsequent attempts at doing the same would need to examine a smaller portion of the
search space compared to the zero-history case. Our goal is to create a complete framework
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that allows prior history to be taken into account, when a robot tries to figure out where it
is in a complex indoor environment.
As a future work, we have the following issues: (1) On the map building side, we want
to use more sophisticated and robust techniques to deal with the loop closure problem and
also to work on relaxing the planer assumption when mapping the interior space. (2) On the
PRSL side, we want to research and study the optimal placement of the feature Cylinder
and the feasibility and complexity associated with the use of multiple Feature Cylinders, to
extensively evaluate the 3D-JUDOCA features and their associated descriptors, to construct
more signatures learned from the features that are unique and fast to compute, to extensively
research the criteria used for assessing the suitability of signatures and how the available
signatures play an important rule in the development and the selection of the criteria, to
study the issue of how one can come-up with an optimal weighting strategy for the grouping
of different criteria, especially when the properties of the underlying set of criteria are
independent and unrelated, and last but not least to research the possibility of integrating
our frameworks to smart phones which are so much popular nowadays. We believe that
the use of smart phones would be an interesting research direction in the future especially
because of the availability of the cloud computing resources that may allow for instant
model learning and thus achieving an even much faster place recognition system.
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